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ABSTRACT 

This study, which consists of five chapters, aims at 

comparing two reading methods in ESP context, i.e. Structural 

method and Interactive method in teaching reading in English as 

a foreign language. The study ~as administered to two groups 

whose levels are the same. 

In the first chapter, the various purposes for teaching 

reading from different standpoints are emphasized. The brief 

outline. of various language teaching to reading is summarized. 

At the end of the first chapter, the purpose of this study, 

and its scope is briefly explained. 

The second chapter is concerned with approaches to 

foreign language teaching. How these approaches handle reading 

is reviewed. Moreover,the place and the importance of ESP in 

reading classes, and/requirements of reading in ESP cantext are 

strongly indicated. Finally, language tests are mentioned for 

clarifying the testing of reading in ESP context. Test are 

reviewed as a measurement of achievement. 

The third chapter deals with the research design, 

selection of subjects, data calleetion and data analysis. 

Limitations and methodological assumptions are also seen in 

this chapter. 
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The fourth chapter presents statistical analysis which 

derived from the data obtained from the tests. 

In the fifth chapter, statistical interpretations are 

discussed and the conclusion is drawn by stating distinctive 

approaches to reading ESP. The methods compared in this study 

are diametrically different. It is concluded that the Interactive 

method is more effective in developing reading skill in ESP 

context. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

To define what reading is, the purpose of reading should be 

clarified. There is a variety of reasons for reading. Nuttall 

(1982: 3) states that "various reasons for reading influence that 

way we read." Undoubtedly, there are always big differences 

which distinguishes reading a telephone index to a newspaper, or 

from a detective novel to a textbook. 

Nuttall (1982) advocates at least three different word 

groups before defining reading. 

(a) understand interpret meaning s ense 

(b) decode 

(c) articulate 

decipher 

sp e ak 

identify ete. 

pronounce ete. 

ete. 

Each group brings a different definition and aim to reading. 

Before presenting the chosen aim of this study, it would be 

convenient to focus on the general concept of reading. 

If the words in {b) were chosen to define what reading is 

and to explain what the aim of this kind of reading is, then 

language teachers would probably insist on the definition presented 

below: 



"Reading is a process which decodes phonetic transcriptian 

of a text into meaningful speech sounds" (Gardner, 1978: 65). 

If the words in (c) were chosen to give the definition of 

reading and to deal with this side of reading, the reading lesson 

might be seen as an opportunity to teach pronunciation, and 

encourage fluent and expressive speaking. 

This study deals with the words in group (a) and others 

with similar meanings. Because the aim of the reading here is to 

develop students' ability to comprehend the subjects related to 

their specific field of study. Before going any further, it might 

be useful to look at the general concept of reading. 

Lado (1961: 223) indicates that "reading in a foreign 

language consists of grasping meaning in that language through its 

written representation." According to Vallette (1967), "reading 

consists of two fundamental bases which build a particular 

language: structure and vocabulary." Reading is constructed on 

the grammatical structures and lexical items in which the students 

will gain general control of the language.To realize good reading, 

some essential points should be underlined. These are mainly: 

1) Students must know the graphic symbols of writing 

correctly to comprehend the general meaning of the text. 

2) Students should be able to guess the lexical items and 

to derive the meaning of the text from the context. 

3) Students mustbe aware of syntactical patterns and 

morphological forms in informal writing. 

4) Students should be able to grasp the writer's purpose 
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and main idea, then draw an exact conclusion after reading the text. 



5) Finally, they are to understand the writer's attitude 

toward the subject (Harris, 1969: 59). 

Reading comprehension can not be regarded simply as a 

process through which a reader transfers meanings from speech to 
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a phonetic transcriptian of a text. Language teachers want students 

to develop the skills needed to extract the. content from the 

language that expresses it. These are the skills they need in 

order to become effective independent readers (Nuttall, 1982: 31). 

Although reading comprehension is one of the basic skills 

to be acquired during a language course, it may be the least 

teachable of the four language skills. The teacher can not play 

an active role while students are practising reading comprehension. 

The first thing teachers must do to develop reading comprehension 

is to determine their own goals (Chastain: 1976: 314): 

(1) reading for pleasure; 

(2) reading for message; 

(3) reading for specific needs. 

This study attemtps to focus on reading for understanding 

and interpretation for specific needs and to present it in most the 

effective method. 

ESP (English for Specific Purposes) is not a distinct 

disipline (Kennedy, 1980). It is an attempt to improve the 

situations where students have not enough experience irr English 

and knowledge in their field. Broadly speaking, the purpose of 

ESP is to increase and deveiop the ability of tertiary students 

who need to acquire knowledge in their specialities or students 

who need the language for job-related activities (Harvey, 1984:24). 

All these ganerally iı:ıqicate .the.~purpose of ESP. 
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With the development of English language teaching during 

the last two decades, ESP has focused attention on the students 

communicative needs. These needs are usually explained by academic 

studies, occupational requirement, vocational training programmes 

or some professional studies (Mackay and Mountford, 1978). 

ESP has good applications in the teaching of English to 

students for their occupation. All the skills are applicable in 

accordance with their own aims. The aim in reading skill-where 

possible- is to ensure that students have the ability to read 

occupational reading materials. On the other hand, reading skill 

cannot be. developed in isolation from the other skills. 

A variety of strategies have been developed in ESP in order 

to develop reading skills which are suitable for the vocational 

needs of different courses. Hajjaj (1986) views that there are 

many different programme models which change from place to place~ 

It is possible to see the variations whose design is the result 

of the language needs itself and vocational oriented language. 

Following the discussion on reading and reading'in ESP 

in particular, there is a need to discuss the relationship 

between language teaching and language testing. 

There was a common view that testing is separate from 

teaching and learning. It was considered to be waste of valuable 

time at the beginning of this century (Heaton~ 1975). 

There has been considerable research carried out on the 

teaching and testing in the recent years, and now it is claimed 

that testing and teaching are closely related to each other. In 

other words,the language test is a natural means of class improvement 

and serves both learners and teachers for measuring and evaluating 
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performance (Dller, 1979). Secondly, the test isa type of learning 

activity. It plays a great role in the development of language 

teaching. Thus, language testing reflects language teaching. 

Listening, speaking, reading and writing are four main 

skills in testing language skills. Each skill has a number of 

different aspects which are closely interrelated in actual 

language use (Rivers, 1968). According to Heaton (1975), "each 

separate skill can be measured on its own although it is difficult 

to separate one skill from another. 11 The importance of testing 

in language teaching will be further discussed in the following 

chapters. 

1.1. APPRDACHES TO TEACHING READING 

There are various language teaching approaches that have 

been used during this century. The following approaches will be 

outlined briefly from the point of view of reading. The comman 

features of each are stated by Celce-Murcia and Mcintosh 

(1979: 3-4) as below: 

1.1.1. Grammar-Translation Appınoach 

It is typically used in teaching Greek and Latin, and 

generalized to modern languages. 

-Much vocabulary is taught in the form of lists of 

isolated words. 

-Instruction often focuses on the form and infleetion 

of words. 



-Reading of difficult classical texts is begun early. 

-Little attention is paid to the cantext of texts. 

-Little or no attention is given to pronunciation. 

1.1.2. Direct Approach 

It isa reaction to the extension of the Grammar

Translation approach to the teaching of modern languages. 

-Lessons ha1'.e " a . , brief 

target language. 

anecdote or dialogue in the 

-The prefe·red type of exercise is a series of questions 

in the target language based on tbe anecdote or dialogue, and 

answered in the target language. 

-Advanced students read literature for comprehension and 

pleasure; literary texts are not analyzed grammatically. 

1.1.3. Reading Approach 
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This approach is selected for practical reasons; for 

people who do not travel abroad, reading is the one usable skill. 

-The objectives in priority order are (a) reading ability, 

(b) current and histarical knowledge of the country where the 

target language is spoken. 

-Only the grammar necessary for reading is taught. 

-Minimal attention is paid to pronunciation. 

-From the begining, a great amount of reading is done, 

both in and out of the class. 

-The acquisition of vocabulary is considered more important 

than grammatical skills. 



1.1.4. Audio-Lingual Approach 

It is a reaction to the Reading Approach, much is taken 

from the Direct Method, the rest from behaviourism. 

-Language itself is speech, not writing. Reading texts 

reinforced the spoken language and provided cultural information 

that contextualized speech (Silberstein, 1987: 28). 

-Skills are sequenced•listen, speak, read and write. 
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-The process of learning to read is fairly mechanical because 

language is a set of habits. 

-There is a tendeney to manipulate language and disregard 

content. 

-Great importance is attached to pronunciation, with 

special attention being paid to intonation. 

1.1.5. Cognitive Approach 

It is the view of psycholinguists who advocate reading 

based on insights derived from contemporary linguistics and 

cognitive psychology (Silberstein: 1987: 30). 

-There is emphasis on communication across the disciplines 

of linguistics and psychology. 

-The importance of comprehension-especially listening 

comprehension-is emphasized. 

-Readers:~t be· active and decision-makerswho contribute 

more information than the print on the page. 

-The written language skills (reading and writing) and the 

spoken language skills (listening and speaking) are viewed as 



being of equal importance. Clarke and Silberstein (1977) point 

out that 11 skill in reading depends upon the coordination of a 

number of special skills and strategies. 11 

-There is contextualization of all teaching points 

through the use of visual aids, stories, or other appropriate 

means. 

-Pronounciation is de-emphasized, since it is considered 

futile for most students to try to sound like native speakers. 

1.1.6. Interactive Approach 

"Initially, many assumed that only advanced readers could 

benefit from this approach to reading. Gradually, however, 

recding skills have appeared in beginning texts as well. It has 

become evident that successful reading at all levels entails 

the .. cognitive processes delineated above. In fact, contemporary 

11 interactive approaches 11 to reading extend and elaborate 

psycholinguistic theory by focusing more precisely on the 

important role of cognition in an interaction of reader and 

text 11 (Silberstein: 1987: 31). 

-Reading does not mean to decode phonetic transcriptions 

in a text. The writer, the reader and text each have a unique 

contribution to create meaning if communication is to take place. 

(Nuttall; 1982). 
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- 11 Reading skills 11within a. psycholinguistic framework 

provide opportunites to read a variety of passages for different 

purposes; skimming and scanning techniques are applicable to the 

Interactive method. 
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-Language skills - even in difficult syntax are and unfamiliar 

vocabulary (guessing meaning from context) - are achieved all 

levels of students' with prior knowledge (Silberstein: 1987). In 

other words, pre-existing knowledge structure helps students 

to understand text easier and better. This theoretical thought 

brings "schema theory" whose function is to provide better 

understanding from the text. The lack of schema availability 

prevents comperehension even simplified text (Silberstein: 1987). 

-Effective reading relies on two kinds of knowledge 

processing called "bottom-up" and "top-down 11 • The process which 

is based on information from the text and matched with student's 

schemata is called 11 bottom-up 11 • "Top-down process occurs when the 

student uses prior knowledge to predict about the da±a he will 

meet in a text (Silberstein: 1987). 

-An interaction between thought and language determine 

students efficient reading. Students are gaining some information, 

ideas, attitudes and beliefs by means of linguistic knowledge and 

knowledge of the world for making linguistic predictions, 

developing their reading skills and getting information at a 

reasonable speed. 

1.2. PROBLEM 

The problem mainly stems from having no relevant and 

effective reading method at the Civil Aviation School. Having no 

relevant reading method affects ESP lessons from the teaching 

reading point of view. 
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At the Civil Aviation School, language teachers have difficulty 

in teaching vocational reading. The lack of reading material is 

the main problem of language teachers. This affects the choice 

of proper reading methodology. 

The teachers at Turkey's only Civil Aviation School need 

to choose and apply reading methods. To suggest a vocational reading 

method against structural method will present an alternative to 

language teachers at the school. 

1.3. PURPOSE 

The aim of this study is two-fold. Firstly, the two 

teaching reading methods (i.e. structural vs. interactive) will 

be compared in ESP reading classes. 

In this study, Structural method is taken as a combination 

of Grammar-Translation method, Direct mothod, and Audio-Lingual 

method. On the other hand, Interactive method is taught through 

communicative techniques. Their perspectives to reading are quite 

different. That is, they offer two diametrically different choices 

to teaching reading. 

To compare the two reading methods, students' performance 

in two groups in evaluated by means of achievement tests. The 

teacher - made tests usually inform the teacher about the 

appropriateness of the method - or target. They give sufficient 

clues and quick remedies about the course. It is one of the 

reliable and applicable ways of evaluating what is taught and 

what is learnt in language teaching. 



In the scope of this study, the following point will be 

discussed: 

Is there a significant difference between two groups who 

were taught through Structural method and Interactive method? 

In accordance with the above question, the following 

questions will be answered: 

1) Is there a significant difference between Group A and 

Group B in Test-1? 

2) Is there a significant difference between Group A 

and Group B in Test-2? 

3) Is there a significant difference between Group A 

and Group B in Test-3? 

4) Is there a significant difference between Group A 

and Group B in Test-4? 

Secondly, this study aims at preparing sample ESP reading 

material for the students in Civil Aviation according to the 

outcome of the above study. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1: THE PLACE OF READING I~APPROACHES TO FOREIGN 

LANGUAGE TEACHING 

Language teaching is not a new subject matter. Language 

learning and teaching have been bEing going on for ages. People 

studied languages without being conscious of the general facts 

of language before a remarkable number of studies were started. 

Language teaching has taken an important place in social sciences 

th 
s ince the 81d of the. 19 century. The contributions of psychology, 

sociology, antropology and the emphasis of linguistics with 

various branches - psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, 

antropological linguistics, philosophical linguistics - have 

helped language teaching in taking its important place on a 

large scale. 

In this chapter, the main six methods are taken into 

account. These six approaches are chosen because they are all 

currently used today. A brief overview is presented here only 

to show different treatments of reading skill in the different 

methods rather than histarical development. 



Within the framework of this study, Grammar - Translation 

method, Direct method, Reading method and Audio-Lingual method 
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are grouped as "Structural method" and "Interactive method" is used 

for both Cognitive method and Interactive method itself. This dces 

not mean that Grammar-Translation method, Direct method, Reading 

method and fludio-Lingual method arı= exac·tly the same or have. the same 

features. The rı=ason for choosing the title Structural method for 

all these methods--mentioned above is that they all seem to be 

global,and are quite mixed with each othı=r when classroom 

applications of thı= mı=thods for rı=ading arı= taken into considı=ration. 

In all, practicı= shows common ways of tı=aching rı=ading in the 

classroom. On thı= othı=r hand the samı= can bı= said for lntı=ractivı= 

method which is as a cover term for Interactive and Cognitive 

methods. 

2.2. STRUCTURAL METHOD 

2.2.1. Thı= Grammar- TranElation Mı=thod 

The main purposı= of this method is to help students 

read foreign language litı=rature. Larsen and Frı=ı=man (1986) 

indicate that grammar rulı=s and vocabulary arı= ı=mphasized 

through reading. Studı=nts are taught grammatical structurı=s 

deductively. That is, rules are given to students. They are 

memorizı=d and appliı=d to examplı=s by studı=nts. Students are 

aware of grammar rules of the target language and their 

corresponding ones in their native language. New vocabulary 

is explainEd by the teachı=r. 



Salimbene (1983) points out that this method aims at 

developing reading and writing skills rather than listening and 

speaking. Each student reads a few lines from text and is asked 
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to translate it from target language into the native language. 

After reading a text, comprehension questions are answered in 

target language based on their comprehension of the text. Larsen

FreemEn (1986) say that questions generally point out three things; 

questions for information, questions for understanding, questions 

for requiring student's own experience. Literary language provides 

students to find an opportunity to see some aspects of the culture 

of the foreign language. According to this method, it is believed 

that students develop their minds mentally by means of studying 

·foreign language (Rivers, 1982).Teachers arnthe authority in 

class. The Grarr:mar - Translation method is still used today in 

various ways (Larsen-Freeman, 1986). 

2.2.2. The Direct Method 

The purpose of teaching a foreign language in the Direct 

method is to communicate. In other words, the Direct method has 

appeared for the sake of communication. This method has started 

as a reaction to Grammar - Translation method (Finocchiaro, 1982 

and Larsen-Freeman, 1986). 

Meaning should be grasped directly in the target language 

without translating into tbe native language. Language is a 

means of communication which is associated with the speaking 

skill (Larsen-Freeman, 1986). The reading skill, however, will be 

gained through practice in speaking. Reading aloud provides to 



correct students' pronunciation errors. Pronunciation is never 

de-emphasized. Questions and answers are a means of testing a 

reading lesson. Fill in the blank type exercises are used for 

evaluating without grammar rule or translation unlike the 

Grammar-Translation method. In most cases reading text is a 

model in developing the writing skill. The student - teacher 

relationship is more flexible in the Direct method than in the 

Grammar - Translation method. However, the communication still 

starts from the teacher and is carried on by the students. 

Teacher - centered classroom situation is still observed in this 

method. 

2.2.3. The Reading Method 

According to this method few students could speak any 

foreign language correctly and fluently after graduation from 

high sc~ool or even college. A committee of American and 

Canadian educators stated that the reading skill was undermined 

(Finocchiaro, 1982). This method claims that it is impossible 

to learn to understand or speak a foreign language in a limited 

time. What is stressed here is that, reading has a remarkable 

importance in language teaching. All kinds of stories - original, 

simplified and adapted - are used to explain grammatical 

structures instead of explaining grammar as a course. As 

Celce-Murcia and Mcintosh (1979) inform that to know histarical 

and current knowledge of the countrv where the target language 

is spoken is desirable in terms of reading. Pronunciation is not 

so important as vocabulary. 

15 
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2.2.4. The Audio-Lingual Method 

This method is an attempt to use language as a communication 

vehicle by speech, not writing. Listening and speaking are superior 

to reading and writing. Although the feature communication is 

shared with the Direct method, the ways of looking at language are 

quite different. According to this method, language is fairly 

mechanical due to a process of habit formation. For that reason 

pattern practice is repeated many times to enable students to have 

enough and sufficient time for learning. Students should learn to 

use target language automatically without hesitating or stopping.The 

teacher presents new vocabulary and structures by meane of 

dialogues. Language through mimicry and memorization ("mim" -

"mem") and through analogues so as to gain language skills as a 

habit. There are eeveral ways to teach structure such as repetition, 

transformation, substitution, question-answer drills, ete. Pattern 

drills are based on analogies (Harsh, 1982 and Salimbene, 1983). 

The way of learning target language should be the same as 

acquisition of native language. In this view, students do not 

memorize gramm~r rules. To acquire structural patterns is paralleled 

by vocabulary learning at the same time. By listening,students 

should be ab le to prodl..lt:2 the şçrre utterances. Pronunciation is as 

important as listening. Reading is an extension of the oral study 

they have done before (Larsen-Freeman, 1985). 



2.3. IN TERACTIVE METHOD 

Although two methods - Cognitive method and Interactive 

method - will be dealt with separately below, in the application 

part of the study they will be considered as one Interactive 

method. As Silberstein (1987) points out that Interactive method 

has developed as an extension to the Cognitive method. Same 

principles which will be discussed below have been shared by 

both methods on a large scale. 

2.3.1. The Cognitive Method 

All the methods mentioned so far have had a structural 
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basis which is primarily concerned with language as a unique model. 

The diciplines of linguistics and psychology work on communication 

together through language teaching in the Cognitive method. The 

Cognitive method has viewed language as a creative process, not 

as a habit formation. That is, according to Larsen-Freeman (1986), 

language is not a product of habit formation; it is considered 

asa procedure that learners use their own cognition, or process 

and discover rules of language while they are acquiring. 

The principles in Cognitive method are that students are 

more active and responsible for their own learning. Errors are 

inevitable and a way of checking their "hypothesis'' while they 

are learning. Learning is achieved with their own "inner criteria" 

for correctness. 

Four skills are emphasized in their progress from the 

beginning of the course. As Wiriyachitra (1982) and Larsen-Freeman 

.. 



(1986) point out that students are asked to build meaning 

themselves. Meaning is gained by perception, not by translation. 

Reading is seen as an active process. It is also a process in 
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which vocabulary, syntax, culture can be seen. Reading strategies 

suggested in this method aim at developing students' comprehension: 

Skills and strategies for comprEh·ending within a psycholinguistic 

framework provide opportunities to read a text for different 

purposes. Explaining reading strategies used in this method might 

be useful. 

Students are asked to find facts located in the t~xt by 

skimming. To glance rapidly through a text to obtain the general 

sense of it is desirable. Specific questions can be answered by 

glancing quickly through the text~ 

Scanning is used to glance rapidly through a text to find 

out a specific piece of information or to get initial impression 

of the text. This kind of reading strategy requires to sean for a 

single word, or a specific fact. 

Intensive and extensive reading are two complementary and 

necessary components of reading. Each one reflects different 

classroom purpose and procedure. Brumfit ~977) renewed the terms 

as "reading for accuracy'' and "reading for fluency". Intensive 

reading: or reeding for accuracy comprises slow and careful reading 

in which every work, phrase and grammatical point is taken into 

account besides the meaning. It involves detailed understanding of 

text which is read silently. 

Extensive reading, or reading for fluency,is a kind of 

reading which gets the general idea or gist of a passage but 

does not note details. It does not ignore meaning. It requires 



interest and to train students to allocate it in reading. In 

classroom, some reading texts at intermediate and advanced level 

can be divided between intensive and extensive reading in 

accordance with general aims of the lesson and specific purposes 

of the text. 
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Teachers·let students become more independent and 

self-confident. Student-centered classroom situation is observed. 

Teachers help students when they need help. Teacher is not a model. 

2.3.2. The Interactive Method 

This method aims at contribution of meaning by students, not 

teacher. According to Nuttall (1982), meaning is an interaction 

between a text and the reader. That is, students read in order to 

find out things that he has not already known. Teacher help 

students develop the skills which are necessary to make linguistic 

predictions and to comprehend meaning. Mc Donough (1981: 53) says 

that "reading is a highly complex process, and the language teacher 

has a large array of possible exercise types designed to encourage 

the development of strategies at each level and their integration." 

Schema Theory is a theory which facilitates text comprehension 

with background-pre-existing-knowledge structures (Carrell and 

Eisterhold, 1983). This theory emphasizes the importance of 

background knowledge, stored hierarchically in the brain, 

which provides implicit information to students. Each student 

organizes his own schemata in accordance with the text based on 

prior knowledge. Prior knowledge is explained as student's own 

reading strategies dependent upon personal capacity, cultural 



frame, and organization of reading materials. This method views 

that two kinds of knowledge processes are crucial in order to 

be an efficient reader; 11 bottom-up" and "top-down." 

Battom-up process (text-based processing) is based on 

information from the text which corresponds to the students 

schemata. Top-down process (knowledge-based processing) occurs 

when the students• prior knowledge enables him to predict what 

he will meet in the text. What is being recommended is that, 

effective reading should require battom-up and top-down 

processes. 
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Teaching vocabulary is done by giving background knowledge 

in vocabulary practice during text study. Carrell (1985) indicates 

that teaching vocabulary should be offered is association with 

background information, related terms, preteaching vocabulary 

and background knowledge for sets of related passages 

(Silberstein, 1987). 

Student-centered classroom situation is observed in this 

method. The teacher has different roles. Grabe (1986) provides a 

succint description; 11 8riefly, the role of the teacher is to 

facilitate reading, raise consciousness, build confidence, ensure 

continuity, show involvement and demand performance." 

2.3.2.1. Teaching Pre-techniques and Post-techniques in 

Interactive Method 

Interactive method presents the pre-reading techniques 

with various activities and post-reading evaluation with tests.The 

following explanations are main techniques and test types which are 



used for pre-reading and post-reading. 

Henry (1984) admonishes a strategy which can be done 

before cancentrating on text. 

Reader-Generated Questioning: After teacher writes the 
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first sentence of a text, students are asked to write 10 

questions about this sentence. It provides background 

information, motivation, and reading with curiosity. 

Spack(1985) brings a strategy into teaching reading. 

Write-Before-You-Read Technique: Students are asked to 

write their own experience about their opinion or event 

based on the topic they will read. They write for 10 or 

15 minutes without attention to grammar. It is an anather 

attempt to give background knowledge to student (Williamson, 

1988). 

This TIEi:hod is rot aga:inst the reading strategies-skimming, 

scanning and extensive reading- As Williamson (1988 :7) points 

out that "findings reveal that the traditional question - answer 

limits student's comprehension by having them comprehend only what 

the questions ask for." Beside those reading strategies mentioned 

above, strategies based on anticipation exercise are presented. 

Anticipation exercises, consisting of word - finding and skimming 

can encourage students to get meaning in an effective way 

(McDonough, 1981). 

Krashen (1985) suggests improving reading comprehension 

with several strategies. 

1- Silent Reading Approach: Students read whatever they 

want in class and teacher does the same giving certain 

time (5-15 minutes). 



2- Reading for pleasure: While students are reading for 

pleasure they gain improvements in comprehension and 

vocabulary. 
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3- Reading by teacher: It would be better if ttleô teacher reads 

to students during class study. Students would get 

language and its structure better if text is read by the 

teacher. 

After reading the text, the fallawing interspersed questions 

generally involve predicting with relevant questions in text and 

referring back to the activities. Scrambled questions require 

students to order events, check meaning and practise vocabulary 

in context. 

Anather important point to be emphasized is that tests 

are also an extention of classroom activities as post-reading 

techniques. Reading comprehension tests especially multiple-choice 

tests, cloze tests and true-false items are ways of checking 

comprehension. The reason why they were chosen is that they are 

considered (Heaton, 1975) objective tests which are more reliable 

in evaluation. To correct them does not consume much time unlike 

traditional questions such as questions-and-answers. Students 

may not give exact answers and time is wasted by giving detailed 

answers in the traditional way of checking meaning. Henry (1984) 

supports this fact by indicating "testing comprehension with 

objective tests are more reliable than traditional questions". 

Silberstein (1987: 32) points out that "these reading activities 

encourage readers to consciously interact with and interrogate a 

text in order to create meaning. 11 
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2.4. LANGUAGE TEACHING AND ESP 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) has appeared with 

the development of English language teaching since 1960's. The 

field has developed rapidly and taken place in the language 

teaching world. ESP has become a current concept since relations 

graudally have brought a tremendous need to use English 

internationally in the conduct of science, technology and commerce. 

Kirkman (1984: 2) cites that ESP began to evalue in the mid 60's 

in response to an awareness that certain types of learners had 

specialized needs that were not being sufficiently and efficiently 

met by wide-specturum EFL course." 

According to McDonough (1984: 4),. ESP is not totally 

different from other areas of language teaching". The activities 

in ESP lessons performed in EFL class could be divided into groups 

in accordance with the aim of course. 

EAP (English for Academic Purposes) 

EVP (English for Vocational Purposes) 

This study takes EVP into account for subjects who need 

language for job-related activities,in other words EVP studies 

provide a framework for focusing on students' vocational needs 

which is necessary during their education and their jobs. The term 

ESP is used in this study to indicate EVP in order not to 

concentrate on differences between EVP and EAP. 
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2.4.1. Reading Skill in ESP Course 

ESP studies share the same skills to develop in reading, 

writing, listening and speaking related to a specific subject area. 

There is a great importance of reading in ESP. Firstly, it 

exposes students to read occupational periodicals, extracts from 

science magazines, reports, and other authentic sources.Students 

need to sharpen their reading skill for their specific fields. 

Secondly, students find an opportunity to master their 

occupational background knowledge and new information during ESP 

course. Thirdly, as Smith and Coffey (1982) say that these studies 

motivate students to takean active interest in their studies,that 

their knowledge of English can be quickly reactivated and 

redirected toward successful performance of their task. 

In ESP, reading skill aims at getting available information 

for a specific field. The primary aim is to develop students' skill 

in a specific task through reading. Reading in ESP can be done by 

choosing reading strategies, speed reading, learning vocabulary 

in cantext and reading to find information based on the top-down 

process. 

McDonough (1984: 64) says that one of the suggested methods 

to reading in ESP explores strategies involved in the reading 

process in same detail in which the University of Malaya ESP 

Project was based. 

The approach in ESP study was launched in 1980 by the 

University of Malaya in colloboration with the Malaysia Ministry 

of Education and British Council, supporting interaction activities 

that provide opportunities for appropriate language use (Hysia, 
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1986 and Hajjaj, 1986). Hysia indicates that these activities had 

been designed for the students in law, business, commerce and public 

administration. The approach and methodology in this project have 

been suggested for more communicative ESP teaching. 

Reading activities developed in this project placed 

particular emphasis on teaching students to activate and use 

background knowledge. One strategy based on pre-reading activities, 

provided students with the necessary background knowledge and trained 

them in accessing related information. 

Hajjaj (1986) summarizes the reading strategies used in the 

Malaya Project in ESP for continuous information they are mainly: 

1- Extensive reading is more necessary to ESP students. 

Supporting activities for reading skills associated 

with extensive reading are mentioned below. 

a. Skimming develops students' understanding to get 

the main idea. Mackay and Mountford 51978) point 

out that the purpose in skimming is to draw the 

students' attention to the main points of merit in a 

given article, paper or book. 

b~ Scanning allows students to sean large chunks of 

text quickly to find out specific information. 

c. Speed reading utilizes reading to get more 

comprehension of information in a short time.Silent 

reading gains students more comprehension in the 

st possible time. So, reading in ESP is 

ated with speed reading and silent reading. 

hton, Brumfit, Flavel and Pincas 1980, 

1986) 



d. Anticipation activities occur to build on ideas 

about content of text before reading. It 

generally incorporates skimming. 

e. Guesswork activity means guessing the new 

vocabulary items through context. 

f. Arrangement and organization activities expose 

students to practise content of text in order to 

understand the relationship of events or ideas 

to each other. 

2. Intensive reading occurs if reading is based on highly 

technical texts. It is not desirable in EVP, but EAP, 

whose target is academic advancement into a specific 

branch, includes intensive reading while teaching 

various aspects of academic reading (Sekara, 1987). 
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As can be seen, there is a strong correspondence between the 

Interactive method and ESP Project suggested by the Malaya University. 

2.5. TESTING IN LANGUAGE TEACHING 

Testing and teaching are closely related to each other. 

Generally, they take two main tasks into consideration; what is 

taught and what is tested. In this way, testing is a way of 

providing feedback to review students' knowledge. It is an 

effective way for feedback and correcting errors that have been 

made during language learning. Students find opportunity to 

review their knowledge at the same time. In essence, it is an 

effective means of promoting learning. 
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2.5.1. Types of Language Tests 

It is obvious that several kinds of language tests are 

required to have effective measurement on a particular course, 

depending on the lesson's aim, teacher•s intention or general 

purpose of the course. Foreign language tests are generally 

divided into five groups; achievement or attaintment, proficiency, 

prognostic or aptitude, diagnostic and placement tests. 

2.5.1.1. Achievement or Attaintment Tests 

Achievement tests are used to measure what a student has 

learned through a course or syllabus. They are related to a 

classroom programme. Language teachers can measure how much of 

a syllabus has been learnt by means of these kinds of tests~ 

They are helpful to make meaningful decisions about the method 

or syllabus design (Clark, 1972). 

2.5.1.2. Proficiency Tests 

These types of tests do not depend on a particular course 

because they are concerned with future performance rather than 

past learning. The aim of proficiency tests is to find out 

students' control on language. They take into account whether 

students have enough English in order to follow a particular 

course (Harrison, 1983). 



2.5.1.3. Prognostic or Aptitude Tests 

Prognostic, or aptitude tests are constructed to assess 

general ability to learn a foreign language before they begin. 

As Heaton (1975: 164) implies that "language learning aptitude 

is a complex matter, consisting of such factoıs as intelligence, 

age, motivation, memory, phon~ogical sensitivity to grammatical 

patterning". It seems clear that these types of tes ts depend on 

many factors. 

2.5.1.4. Diagnostic Tests 
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Diagnostic Tests are characterized with some degree of 

achievement and proficiency tests. They help language teachers 

identify specific areas of problems. Allen and Davies (1977) 

interpret diagnostic test as a key of language teachers to see 

specific weaknesses and strengths within the skills. They seek 

answers to find out what the students know, unlike achievement and 

proficiency tests they search for how much students have learned 

or know. The purpose of this type of test is to bring remedial 

actions to teaching by means of test results. 

2.5.1.5. Placement Tests 

A combination of achievement, proficiency and diognostic 

tests generally create placement tests~whose purpose is to place 

a student at a certain level. They are widely used at courses 

where groups of inearning people with different experience and 

background. 



2.5.2. Criteria of Language Tests 

Formal language tests involve at least three qualities; 

Validity, reliability and practicality. Finocchiaro and Sako 

(1982: 24) use the word "formal" to distinguish these tests or 

examinations from brief, informal, daily or weekly teacher 

made tests. 

2.5.2.1. Validity 

A test is valid when it measures what it is intended to 

measure. In other words, testers should know what a test 

precisely measures. The test chosen by language teachers should 

really test one of the language skills which it is intended to 

measure. Allen and Davies (1977) indicate that validity in a 

language test generally relies on the content of the test. 

2.5.2.2. Reliability 

Reliability is a crucial eriterian of a formal test in 

which a student has more or less the same result follbwing a 

re-test with no language practice taking place between 
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situations. That is, language tests should be a reliable measuring 

inst~ument. 

2.5.2.3. Practicality 

Practicality normally indicates time constraints 

administration, scoring and interpretation of tests in practical 



consideration. Harrison (1983) admonishes that tests should be 

as economical as possible in time from the point of view of 

preparation, sitting and marking and in cost. 

2.5.3. Teacher-Made Test Versus Standardized Tests 
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Standardized tests can be defined as tests which have been 

experimentally evaluated as valid and reliable. It is a systematic 

measurement of students' performance under certain conditions. 

Clark (1972) points out that the word "standardized" refers to the 

fact that tests are designed for administration in a carefully 

planned manner. Harris (1969: 1) says that "formal and large-scale 

standardized tests which are prepared by professional testing 

services to assist institutions in the selection, placement, and 

evaluation of students." 

He adds that "classroom tests are generally prepared, 

administered, and scored by one teacher. These tests can be 

directly on course studies." In most cases, teacher-made tests 

are prepared for improving teacher's own classroom performance. 

They are natural means of class improvement and they serve to"' 

evaluate performance. They might be necessary because they are 

more consistent with the target of the lesson. Teacher-made tests 

are usually remedies to diagnose students' and syllabusJ 

achievement or failure, and help them. According to Davies (1968), 

teachers have always made such tests for their own classroom, 

adapting from standardized tests. It is obvious that teachers 

can create their own classroom standardized tests if tests are 

reviewed by other language teachers. This does not mean that 
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teacher-made tests are far from being valid and reliable. 

2.5.4. Testing Reading Comprehension 

ReEding comprehension is generally tested by giving a 

passage to students itı. a foreign language and as king them to select the 

best choice among alternatives based on text in a limited time. 

Lado (1964) says that "it is not simply a matter of having students 

to read and checking comprehension." It requires a reading process 

based on interaction between students and text. 

All kinds of tests - achievement, proficiency, progr.ostic, 

diagnostic and placement tests - are used to mEasure students' 

comprehension. Multiple choice tests, cloze tests and true-false 

i terr:ı:; are generally. used in achiev.ing reading tes ts. All these 

tests are called objective tests which are more reliable in 

evaluation. The term objective refers to scoring of tests where 

there is only one correct answer, or can be scored 

mechanically. They are marked objectively while traditional 

exarr:inations refer ti:ı a subjective way of questioning and scoring. 

Objective tests consist of short quEstions and items with only 

one response. The advantages of objective tests indicate these 

facilities given below (Heaton, 1975): 

1. They are quite comprehensive - that is, it can bemade 

to cover a large part of the area. 

2. The scoring is completely objective. There is only one 

corrE:ct response to each i tem. 

3. The grading time is greatly reduced as compared to 

grading of traditional exams. 



4. They arE .statistically determined. 

5. They can be used over and over again without appreciable 

leakage of information. 
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In the light of information on objective tests, an explanation 

on the types of objective tests used for reading comprehension will 

be given below: 

2.5.4.1. Multiple-Choice Tests 

Multiple-choice tests offer a useful way of testing reading 

comprehension. Students need time to read through a reading 

comprehension test since they read the text carefully before 

beginning to choose the items. The construction of test items 

should rely on general comprehension in order to grasp the meaning 

from context. In other words, the choice of correct answer must 

show students'comprehension rather than their knowledge or 

intelligence. 

2.5.4.2. Cloze Tests 

Cloze test, which is a process of extracting words from a 

passage and finding out a means of selecting the most suitable 

ones, has been widely used recently. Indeed, cloze tests bring 

prediction into reading skill. Bastidas (1984) says that 

according to recent approaches, "making a prediction is an 

essential part of comprehension study arid test." To get meaning 

from text depends on looking at text as a whole and requires to 

look ahead or refer back in reading the text. Teachers should 

give instruction to students to read quickly through text in order 



to become familiar with general meaning before completing each 

blank by selecting. 

2.5.4.3. True-False Items 

True-false tests are widely used for measuring the reading 

skill through a comprehensible text. Student are asked to read a 

series of statements and mark themas true (T) or false (F). 

Valette (1967) emphasizes that statements must not turn into 

questions in logical thinking. As Heaton (1975) indicates that 

the probability of chance is much more than in a multiple-choice 

tests. Students have a 50% chance of choosing correct answer for 

each statement. Statements, however, should be based on 

understanding and interpreting of text. 

2.5.5. Testing Reading in ESP Cantext 

Testing ESP generally involves students' vocational needs 

based on their reading material to develop comprehension in a 

specific field. McDonough (1984: 119) indicates that reading 

comprehension tests in ESP studies are basically concerned with 

tests developed to obtain information, to check the meaning and 

predict and interpret a text. Tests might concentrate on 

terminology to check particular word knowledge of ESP students. 

Finoccbiaro and Sako (1983: 189) explain that "specialized 

vocabulary through reading should be tested in cantext with 

emphasis on a student's knowledge of the language." 
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Mackay (1980) indicates that ESP tests based on reading 

material should be designed to determine students' skill in reading. 

/ 



In meeting the classroom goals, the ESP test should also 

give a reliable measurement of the effectiveness of the method. 
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3.1. RESEARCH DESIGN 

CHAPTER III 

THE METHOD 

This research consists of a comparative study. Before 

applying two different methods, a placement test was administered 

to both groups to determine their levels. 

The main purpose of this study is to find out if there is 

a significant difference between the two groupstaught the same 

texts through two different ELT methods. The students who 

participated in this study had different areas of specialization. 

Namely, the students in Group A studied ground handling, cargo, 

catering and air traffic control,while the students in Group B 

studied aircraft~ine and air-frame. In order to insure a 

comman frame of reference for all,the four reading texmused in 

this study were chosen from "Aviation History" and Aviation 

Technology." 

All of the four texts were studied at the same time in 

both groups. The classroom activities and techniques used (to be 

explained later) differed according to the methods used. A test 

was designed to measure student achievement after the completion 



of each text study. Each test consisted of three parts-multiple 

choice, cloze and true-false. Thus, Test-1 (Appendix C) 

followed Text-1, which was studied in accordance with the 

Interactive method in one group (Appendix A), and the same 

text which was studied in accordance with the Structural method 

in the other group (Appendix B) ,ina sh:ırt time Test 2, 3.and 

4 (Appendix C) followed Texts 2,3 and 4, which were studied in 

accordance with Interactive method (Appendix A), and the same 

texts which were studied in accordance with the Structural method 

(Appendix B) respectively. 

This arrangement was designed to avoid bias against a 

group or a method. Each group faces texts based on two reading 

methods equally. It might be helpful to clarify classroom 

designs of two groups for two methods with a table. 

To clarify the design followed for this study a table 

has been drawn (Table 3.1), to show the distribution of texts 

and tests. 

Table 3.1 

Classroom Designs of Two Groups For Two Methods 

A B STUDY TIME 

1 Interactive M. Structural M. Text/Teet 1 30 minutes 

2 Structural M. Interactive M. Text/Test 2 30 minutes 

3 Interactive M. Structural M. Text/Test 3 25 minutes 

4 Structural M. Interactive M. Text/Test 4 30 minutes 
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The application of two methods to both groups took two 

weeks. Each text study was done in two class hours (9,0 min.total) 

involving test administration. So, each group was exposed to two 

different methods once a week. 

3.2. SELECTION OF SUBJECTS 

This study was carried out with 40 students, 20 students 

in each group, who are attending their first year in the Civil 

Aviation School, Anadolu University following their one year 

Intensive English (Preparatory School) Program. 

The number of students in each group was 20 and the 

average age of students was 21. Both of the student groups had 

been classified according to their departmEnts at the beginning 

of the academic year. One of the groups, Group A consisted of 

students whose departments are Aircraft Ground Handling, Cargo, 

Catering and Air Traffic Co~trol. The other Group, Group B 

consisted of students ~ departments are Aircraft-engine and 

Air-framE. 

Although their departmerrts were different, both of the 

groups had some comman courses, namely, Mathematics, Physics, 

Aviation History and Principles of Air Traffic. All the courses 

that they took were taught in English. At the same time, they 

also had an ESP Course on Aviation. 

When the groups were attending preparatory school, both 

groups studied 24 hours of English per week. The program they 

followed consisted of 5p~ken (14 clAss hours), Reading (4 class 
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hours), Writing (3 class hours), and Grammar (3 class hours). 

In the second term, the reading course was more of an "Introduction 

to vocational English". That was the first introduction the students 

had to Aviation English. First, simple passages about what the 

definition and the importance of aviation in the world, ete. were 

given to students. Then same extracts taken from magazines, or 

journals were introduced. All these studies were steps to ensure 

students' "background knowledge'' for their first year in the 

Civil Aviation School (Henry, 1984). 

3.3. DATA COLLECTION 

The study was carried out for 4 class hours a week in the 

first term of the academic year 1988-1989. In the first term, 

both groups enrolled in main subject courses. Their comman 

lessons were, Mathematics (4 class hours), Physics (4 class 

hours), Aviation History (3 class hours), Principles of Air 

Traffic (2 class hours), and Aviation English (4 class hours). 

3.4. CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES USED FOR 

BOTH METHODS 

3.4.1. Structural Method 

Structural method was done in a traditional way. The 

course was based on reading the texts outloud by the teacher. 

There was neither anticipation exercises nar reader - generated 
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questions. The teacher started reading the text directly without 

asking questions about it. Generally, intensive reading was done. 

The teacher read the text slowly and carefully. Every word, 

phrase and grammatical point was explained. Extensive reading 

was completely ignored. After the teacher had read the text out 

loud, voluntary students began to read the text in the same 

manner with the help of the teacher. These students were called 

on to read a few lines or a paragraph from the text._Pronunciation 

errors were immediately corrected by the teacher. Getting a 

correct answer from the students was considered important. After 

reading the text, vocabulary was reviewed. The teacher explained 

all unknown words by giving synonyms or antonyms and miming or 

explaining. Some abstract or highly technical words were explained 

in the native language although it was not desirable. The students 

practised vocabulary orally with "pattern drills" conducted by the 

teacher. The questions - and - answers period was followed. 

Questions baEed on understar-ding of the text were answered orally. 

The teacher wrote assignment questions on the blackboard. The 

students were asked to answer them in complete sentences. Answers 

were checked for correct gramrr:atical structure. Finally, students 

were asked to summarize their task. 

After following these steps with Group B, the first 

reading comprehension teEt based on the text they studied in 

class, was administered to them. Group B students were asked to 

choose the best answer from the test within 30 minutes. 

The exercises in "Structural Method" were basically built 

upon: 



1. Comprehension questions on the text: Generally these 

exercises were done orally or written in the class. Students were 

asked to answer the questions based on the reading text. Complete 

answers were desirable to decide on the grammar-knowledge of the 

performers. For that reason, students' answers were limited to 
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. the extend of the ir vocabulary (e. g: Answer the se questions in 11'1BI'e 

than 50 words). Three types of exercises were seen. Questions were 

asked individually round the claes. The three types of questions 

are as follows: 

-Yes/No Tag Answers: The students pay attention to the 

"first" word in these questions. 

-Negative and Affirmative Statements: The students make 

negative and affirmative statements by asking double questions 

joined by "or". 

-General Questions: The students have natural answers to 

general questions with who, when, where, why, how, ete. 

2. Fill in the blanks exercisE~E: This exercise type was 

designed to check grammar or vocabulary. This type of exercise has 

no or little grammatical and sernantic clues. Meaningful sEntences 

were required by co~pleting blanks with structural components. 

Understanding the language and knowing how to use its 

structures were emphasized more than vocabulary. 

3. Construction exercises: Students were asked to construct 

meaningful sentences from given components. Meaningful sentences 

WEre constructed by putting words into the correct order. Although 

the sentences were taken from the text, the aim was to check the 

grammatical knowledge. The students were familiar with the topic. 
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So, the ability to reconstruct the components consisted largely 

of knowing the use of verbs, prepositions, pronouns, articles and 

the use of position of adverbs. To complete the rest of a sentence 

aimed at refreshing studentsı memory in association to the text. 

4. Su~mary: Summarization provides a clear indication of 

how much the student has understood the text. This part was 

sametimes done by doing question and answer exercises by 

students. It aimEd at focusing on the text. 

5. Vocabulary: It generally practised orally in the class. 

Explaining wmiB by giving synonyms and antonyms are done habitually. 

Sametimes crucial vocabulary was asked to the students. 

3.4.2. Interactive Method 

Interactive Method aimed at focusing on the reading 

paEsages itself. The teacher started with something the students 

have already known,or proposed a statement related to the taEk that 

they had at hand. To provide attention and motivation and also 

prior- knowledge, were upper most priorities. Study papers 

attached to their reading text were handed over to the students. 

Each paragraph of each text was given numbers to concentrate on 

specified parts according to instruction in thE text. Activities 

were mainly divided into two parts; activities before reading and 

activities after reading. Students concentrated on paragraphs 

with given numbers in pre-reading activities. Silent and speed 

reading were exercised. The students were made aware of skimming 

and scanning techniques. Texts and exercises were read in the 

shortest possible time. Students' conscious attention was focused 
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on the content, not on the languaç= form. Exercises were done in 

groups of three. The students read their answers to the other 

members of the class. Answers were generally based on exact 

information. The students practised reading by doing different 

exercises. Some of them were constructed on their future lives or 

jobs. Errors were not corrected immediately. The teacher used the 

correct form a little later without indicating student's error. 

Vocabulary was taught either predicting or giving examples from 

everyday life situations. The teacher gave students an opportunity 

to express themselves by expressing their ideas and opinions on a 

specific field. All the students were asked and involved in the 

classroom activities. Teacher-made tests on activities seemed 

to create effective learning. 

"Interactive Method" consists largely of exercises as 

follows: 

1. The exercises before reading the text presupposes the 

content of the text. They are used to provide a stimulating basis 

for discussion and study. 

2. "Write-before-you-rec:d" and "reader-generated questions" 

aim at providing background knowledge. Needless to say, if 

students have background knowledge, their comprehension will be 

better. The "write-before-you-read" technique requires that the 

students write their own knowledge - or idea within 10 or 15 

minutes. The activity shows different points which are related 

to the students' own experience. 

The "reader-generated" questions are done by giving the 

first sentence of the text and asking students to w=ite 10 

questions about the sentence. 



3. Skimming and scanning are used to develop a general 

understanding of the purpose of the task. The ability to answer 

questions that are specifically answered in the text and the 

ability to select the appropriate information referring to the 

paragraphs. The goal is to sean large chuncks of text quickly 

and to understand the main ideas. Choosing different reading 

strategies such as arranging the events according to the text, 

matching the events with the rest of them, filling cloze tests 

by giving clues - grammatical and sernantic clues - and checking 

the meaning are actually practised in the class. Learning 

vocabulary and using it in context are chosen to get meaning. 

Students guess meaning of new words using cantext clues. Special 

and technical meaning may require dictionary definitions. The 

teacher lists lexical items containing two or more alternative 

definitions. The students select the appropriate meaning from 

the list. Word-by-word reading or structure study are avoided. 

Students are forced to work out their own interpretation of the 

text as a whole. Reading lesson focuses on meaniAg, "using 

language to accomplish a purpose in an interaction with other 

students, or with the author of a text." (Bhatia, 1986: 26) 

3.5. THE DESIGN OF THE TESTS 

In order to measure achievement of suggested reading 

method through the students performance, four different 

comprehension tests were given. Each test consisted of three 

different items: multiple - choice, cloze and true - false 
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items. As was mentioned before, these tests were derived from the 



texts that had been studied in the class. But the questions were 

not constructed the same in the two different groups. It was 

pointed out that the tests generally referred to specific 

information in the text. Often, the students were required to 

select and provide information which they found out in context 

on their own. 

Each type of test involved 10 questions. So, each 

comprehension test paper - with multiple - choice, cloze and 

true - false items - involved 30 questions. Each paper was 

scored out of 30. Thus, each single question had 1 point. 30 

points was the highest score in each paper. The time for the 

completion of each test was 30, 30, 25, 30 minutes respectively. 
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The scores of Test-1, Test-2, Test-3, and Test-4 for both 

groups are shown in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 in 

Appendix D. 

In order to achieve the goal of this study, statistical 

techniques were applied. To determine the meaningful difference 

between the soores of the two groups in analyzing the 

components of each score in each test for each student, analysis 

of variance was applied. The analysis of variance covered the 

total score in each test, total soores between and within 

sub-groups.The results of the two groups' scores were compared 

at the 0.05 canfidence level. 

Iversen and Norpoth (1986: 6) state that the applications 

of analysis of variance are used in education that might be 

concerned with the effects of education on achievement tests. 

They are used to find out how much impact one variable has on 

the another. 
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3.6. LIMITATIONS 

In this study: 

1- The methods to teaching reading were classified into two 

main methods; Structural method and Interactive method. 

2~ The contents of reading texts were limited to Aviation 

History and Aviation Technology. 

3- The activities and tests used in this study were developed 

by the researcher. 

4- The tests were developed as achievement tests. 

5- Multiple-choice tests, cloze tests and true-false items 

were the only question types used in the tests. 

3.7. METHODOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

It is assumed that 

1- All the students were exposed to English language under 

the same conditions before the study. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALVSIS OF RESULTS 

The general purpose of this study is to find out whether 

there will be a meaningful difference between the two groups' 

achievement on texts which were taught through two different 

reading methods. 

To achieve this goal, four separate texts were studied 

by both groups. At the completion of each text, four separate 

tests were administered to the groups to find out whether there 

is a meaningful difference between methods by means of students' 

scores. The aim of the tests administered to the groups after 

the teaching period was to find out the most effective reading 

method in ESP context. 

The following null hypotheses were formulated and tested 

by using analysis of variance. 

The first nullhypothesis in this study can be formulated 

as below: 



H = There will be no significant difference between o 

Test-1 scores obtained from the two groups of 

students who were taught through the Structural 

method and the Interactive method. 

The analysis of variance of the two groups' data in Test-1 

is shownin Table 4.1. (Table 1 in Appendix D). 

Table 4.1 

Analysis of Variance Table for the Data in Test-1 

Degrees 
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Variation source of freedam Sum of squares Maan square F-,ratio 

Between H-1=1 B
2

-C=237,016 2 237,016 groups SH= =23?,016 
1 

5~='127,834 .. = 31,958 
c:2 

Betwe~n sub'-groups l'l-H=4 81-82=127,834 WH - 104,87 -4 
s2 

w 

Within sub-groups N-1'1=114 A-B =258,75 52= 258,75 = 2,26 1 ;.W 
114 

Total rJ-1=119 A-C=559,6 F 
0,05;1~114=3,928 

These results show that F-ratio was equal to 3,928. 

The value was derived from the F-ratio list-with interpolation-

in Appendix E. 



F0,05;114=3,928 ( F=104,87 at the level of 0,05 

significance. As indicated by this result there was a significant 

difference between the groups. Thus, the first null hypothesis 

was rejected at the level of 0,05 significance. 

The second null hypothesis can be formulated as below: 

H = There will be no significant difference between Test-2 o 
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scores obtained from the two groups of students who were 

taught through the 5tructural method and Interactive 

method. 

ThE analysis of variance of two groups' data in Test-2 

is shown in Table 4.2 (Table 2 in Appendix D). 

Table 4.2 

Analysis of Variance Table for the Data in Test-2 

Degrees 

Variation source of freedam 5um of squares Me an square F-ratio 

B -C= 177,633 52- 177,633 =177,533 Between group:.:: H-1=1 w 2 1 

~~-~=4 B -B =127,834 52- 113,334 = 28,333 Between sub-g:r::ıur.:s 1 2 a- 4 
ı::;2 
'"'H 

sub-groups N-,..;=114 A-8 1=309 52=~= 2,71 ---= 65,54 Within w 114 52 
w ---

Total N-1=119 A-C=:l97,957 F 0,05;1;114=3,928 



F As can be observed from Table 4.2 0,05; 1,114= 3,928 ( 

F=65,54 at the level of 0.05 significance. Since the value of 

F-ratio (3,928) proves that there was a significant difference 

between the two groups the . second null hypothesis was 

rejected at the level of 0.05 significance. 

The third null hypothesis can be formulated as below: 

H = There will be no significant difference between Test-3 o 
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scores obtained from the two groups of students who were 

taught through the Structural method and the Interactive 

method. 

The analysis of variance of two groups' data in Test-3 

is shownin Table 4.3 (Table 3 in Appendix D). 

Table 4.3 

Analysis of Variance Table for the Data in Test-3 

Degrees 

Variation so u:;: ce of free d om S um of squares M ean square F-ratio 

-

H-1=1 8
2
-c, 200,208 52- 200,208 

=200,206 8etuıeen Sji:OidpS .. w 1 

Bettııeen sub-groups K-H=4 81-82=56,667 52_ 66,667 = 16,E57 52 B-
4 H 

-2-= 

.. 281 ,65 
S· 

s2= 2,47 w 
N-~=114 A--8~=281,65 = Witt-ıin sub-groups 

ı w 114 

81,05 

c_:ıtrıl ı ~1-1=119 A-C=548,525 F0,05;1,114=3,928 
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As can be seen from Table 4.3, F-ratio was equal to 3,928. 

F 
0,005;1,114=3,928 ( F=81,05 at the level of 0,05 significance. 

So, there was a significant difference between the two groups. Thus, 

the third null hypothesis was rejected at the level of 0,05 

significance. 

The fourth question was investigated by testing the 

fallawing null hypothesis: 

H = There will be no significant difference between Test-4 
o 

scores obtained from the two groups of students who 

were taught through thE Structural method and the 

Interactive method. 

The analysis of variance of two groups' data in Test-4 

is shown in Table 4.4. (Table 4 in Appendix D). 

Table 4.4 

Analysis of Variance Table for the Data in Test-4 

Degrees 

Variation source ~ cf freedam S'.ım of squares Me an square F-ratio 

H-1=1 8_ --C=2'•3, 408 eZ_ 249,408 =249,408 
~ '"'H-

.1 

K- H-~4 a1-a
2
"'ss, 531-ı 52- 59,534 = 17,383 2 a·· 

4 SH 

-r =1 

f\-8,"'18'1,55 52= 181,55 = 1,59 w 
N-f'i,o114 

ı w 
~ 1'~ 

Between sub-groups 

l.tii th.in sub-groı~ps 

-

~J-1.=119 P.-c,~s:.e, 525 Fo 05;1,1 , Total 

l 

14=3.928 
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F 
As indicated by the results above 0,05;1,114=3,928 < 

F=156,86 at the level of 0,05 significance. Thus, the fourth null 

hypothesis set before was rejected. That is, there was a 

significant difference between the two groups. 

Thus, it is clear from the findings above that thEre is 

a significant difference between the students' scores (Appendix 

D, Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4). The formulas, explanations 

and F-ratio table which were used in analysis of variance are in 

Appendix E. 



5.1. DISCUSSION 

CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

The analysis of statistical results of the test scores in 

the two groups indicated a significant difference between the 

Structural method and the Interactive method in teaching reading 

in ESP context. Thus, we rejected the null hypothesis, stating 

that the difference in methods would equal to zero. Analysis of 

variance offered analysis to this hypothesis by determining 

whether or not the variance was equal to zero. The result of 

the analysis showed that the difference between two reading 

methods was not equal to zero and there was a variance between 

the two. This difference is more prominant when the sum of 

terms of the main groups and of the sub-groups in two groups 

compared. The sums of terms of main groups and sub-groups of Test-1, 

Test-2, Test-3 and Test-4 were given in Appendix D Table 1, Table 2, 

Table 3 and Table 4. Accordingly, the scores of the Interactive 

method were significantly higher than the scores of the Structural 

method. Thus, if the students learning English as.aforeign 

language are taught reading through Interactive method, they 



will read the text in ESP context more effectively because the 

Interactive method focuses students' attention on meaning by 
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showing several ways to comprehend the gist of the task. The 

important aspect of reading through Interactive method is that 

reading strategies expose students to develop their reading skill. 

The students who are trained through this method understand the 

context better and provide feedback related to activities which have 

been done in class and succeed in achievement tests. In interactive 

activities the main means of developing students' performance are 

effectiveness and interactiveness. Whereas the Structural method 

concentrates more on structure practice. As explained before, the 

students who were taught through Structural method did not succeed 

as mu ch as students ut:ıo were taught through Interacti ve method. 

We can conclude that reading should be an interactive 

process which requires several sub-skilmfor getting meaning. 

Meaning in reading should be .constructed by readers and the author 

of the text. Writers put their ideas on paper in order to share 

ideas with readers. 

The aim of reading in ESP context is to get specific 

information that authors imply. Therefore, reading is for focusing 

on meaning and information. It is not necessary to understand 

every word or analyze every sentence in order to share meaning 

and information with the author. Students involve their previous 

language experience in reading anyway. 

In English teaching, the purpose of Interactive method 

provides students strategies which have been specially designed 

for effective reading: skimming, scanning, predicting, arranging, 

and providing background information for further studies and 
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evaluation. If these strategies are applied to ESP lessons, reading 

in ESP will become more effective in the light of Interactive method. 

English as a means of communication and job-related activities in 

students' studies inevitably influence their reading process. 

The Structural method, which focuses on form, is teacher-

centered and works on sentence level. It limits students' 

contribution and ignores the studies with larger units of 

information. The objectives of reading remain the same whether 

the student reads English for "general purposes" and English for 

"specific pu~poses". 

Anather important aspect to be emphasized is that language 

teaching and language testing are interrelated subjects. They are 

inseparable and urgent components in language learning. Teachers 

who teach through Interactive method may get more sufficient . 

results from achievement tests. 

In the light of this study, it is possible to re-emphasize 

the relationship, between teaching reading and testing. A possible 

diagram which shows the relationships between language teaching 

components, emphasized in this study, is shownin Figure 5.1. 

TESTING 

~~ 

Figure 5.1. The relationship of four main components emphasized 

in this study. 
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It is an established fact that Civil Aviation students 

benefit from ESP reading material prepared by using interactive 

teaching strategies. Thus, to fulfil the second aim of this study, 

sample ESP materials for Civil Aviation prepared within the 

guideline deseribed in this study (c.f. 'Chapter III) is presented 

for use and for future applications by English instructors working 

in this field (Appendix F). 
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5.2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 

-A reading syllabus in ESP~classes can be designed in the 

light of interactive reading strategies. 

-A teacher who lacks textbooks for reading ESP can 

develop reading strategies based on Interactive method from 

different articles, papers and magazine news. 

-Sample ESP reading materials prepared in the light of the 

Interactive method for Civil Aviation School students may be 

helpful to language teachers. 

-A similar study can be conducted for reading general 

English. This may provide more effective reading material to 

language teachers. 

-The techniques used in this study can be further developed 

and/or new techniques can be used to improve the effectiveness of 

the Interactive method. 

-Further test types can be incorporated in the achievement 

tests so that the most effective, reliable and objective question 

types can be determined. 

-Teacher variances can alsa be tested to find out if a 

difference in the teacher effects the student performance. 

-The same techniques and methods can be applied to different 

groups of students to find out if a variation in the student body 

. effects the impact of the methods. 

-~ 

ı 

1 

~ 
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APPE"NDICES 

.ı\PPENDIX A 

EXERCIS3 1 

TI-IE r!R.I Gfi'I' ''·l?Qrnr::·tt'DS ( 1) J_, .. .LJ...ı.J..:J ı.l 

In 1903 tvro brothers ncımed Wilbur and Orville Wright (1) 
sent o. lettcr to government officio.ls in r/aGhinc;ton., D.C., 

announcinc; a revolutionary irıvcntion. They wrote, 11Thc 

series of ~XIJeriments upon which we have becn ent;aged :for 

the pnst five years, has ended in the production of a 
flying machine ••• ıı At the time, however, such an achievement 

was considered impossible, and their letter and invention 
were ignorcd. 

Hevertheless, the Wright brothers has indeed (2) 

accomplished the 11 impossible, 11 and they had n~t done it by 
accident. It vms successfully done through years of study, 

experiment, cınd hard ı,.vork. 

The WrighJG brothers were ra i sed in Ohio, the sons of ( 3) 

a bishop in the Church of the United Brethren in Christ. 
Wilbur hcıd been born in 1867; and he anel his brother Orville, 

'ı 

younger by fouı"' ;years, enj oyed a simila ri ty in sp iri t and 
interests v1hich made them a natural teara. 

Ever since childhood the brothers had clisplayed a (4) 

talent for building things. Their father had encotırae;ed 
ther,1, urgrtmg tJ.1em to earn money to mect the cost of an.y 

project they stsrted. 13oth brothers vvere ospecially 
interestad in ıncehanical things. This intcrest, together 

with their pioneering spirit nnd gift for original thinking, 
eventuo.lly produced the "impossible 11 machine-the s.irplane. 

As two poorly educated young men, the ·:rright brothers ( 5) 

were the first to discover the seeret of air tro.vol that 

had escapod the gcnius of the world's ~rcatcat scholars for 

thoucands of years. Thcir earlicst contact Tiith the drcam 

of fliC[:.t can c n::; children vıh8n the ir fatller in~oucht them 
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only that man could glide throur;h the air. The more important 
qı.ı.cz "tj_0n re maineel unanswered: co:_üd mr.ı.n fl~r through t !;he air? 

For three more years the 'Nrich ts vvorked. to improve ( 9) 
their glider, paying particular c.ttcntion to-its controlsana 
to the :.::ha.pe of the wings, they niade important ?-mprovements 
in flicht control. Orville then desirsned an engine which 

they bıü1 t and mounted on the glid.er to produce flying 
power.·They ~lso experimented with various designsfor the 
all-iQportant propellers. 

Samuel 2. Langley of the Smithsonian Institution in (10) 
····· 

. Washington, D~ C., had been vrorldng on the construction of 
a man-carrying airplane which he called the Aerodrome. In 
1903 he suffered two disastrous i"ailures when he attempted 
to catapult his plane into the air from a boat on the 
Potamac River near Washington, D.C. His second unsuccessful 
at·i;empt had ta~·: en place on Deccmber 6, 1903. 
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TEXT NO.l 

I. Rl~ADEll GEEERATED QUESTIO:HS. Read the first paragraph of the text 
and make ten questions about it. 

"In 1903 two brothers named Vfilbur and Orville Vfright sent 
a letter to government officialls in Washington, D.C. announcing 
a revolutiona:ry invention." 

II. ANTICIPNfiON EXERCISES. Befo:re you rcarl the text, slcim the 
following paragraphs and answer the queDtions below. 

Parcı.granh 1 

What happerred when the Wrights offered the machine to the 
u.s. Government? 

Paragraph 5 

What vms their earliest contact with aviation? 

Parap;raph 8 - 9 

What was the feature of the glider that they did in 1900? 

What did they study on for ,producin,Q; flying power? 

Paragraph 10 

Vlhat did Samuel P.Langley design? 

III. READ THE TEXT 
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IV. SCANNING Iı'OR FACTS. Find the following info-rma.tion in the 
text. Gi ve the nurnber (s) of the paragrapb (s) vvhich p;i ve (s) 
the correct topics. 

Topic 

a) Two men achieved "impossible 11 • 

It was not a chance. 

b) They became interested in flying 
objects and read previous studies. 

c) There were two schools of thoughts 
about aviation. 

d) They teEıted other main types of 
propellers too. 

Paragraph (s) 

V. RELATING EVEHTS. Ar:v.ange the following sentences related to 
the text. 

( ) A. Before starting their formal studies, they had opened a 
bicycle shop. 

( ) B. They observed different kinds of airborne objects. 

( ) C. They tested movable parts of the wings. 

( ) D. The 1Nrigh ts offered 11 li'lyer No. One" to ı the United States 
Goverment but the Government was not interested. 

( ) E. Their earliest study was on gliders. 

VI. CHECKING THE :MEANING. Guess the meaning for the following 
words or phrases from the context. Explain each word with your 
own words. 

glider : 
11 impossible"machine : 
lack of formal technical educatiori 
con~ıest of the air : 
enterprise : 

Prepared by Ömür EMENER 
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 

TEXT NO: 2 

THE WRIGHT BROTHEHS(2) 

The V/right brothers, both now over 30 years old, (ı) 

were not disco1ıraged by these mishaps. The ir experiments 
had tav.ght theın the basic principles of f'light that 

trained scientific ıninds had failed to find. So once again 

the brothcrG returned to the sand hills at Kitty Hawk thiG 

time in the middle of winter. The date was December 17,1903. 

Their flying machine, made of pioces of wood and 

cloth, looked too frae;ile to fly. With Orville at the 
controls, the pioneer· plane moved dovvn a trade, ı:ıras 

catapulted into the air, and f'lew for twelve seconds. 
It war:ı the first controlled sustained flie;ht of an 
air_plane. 

Though they had ~onquered the air·, the WrightG 
. . ı 

still had to conquer the public 's disbelief-the ı--efusal 
of people to ngree that a succesısful f'light had been made. 

So the brothers returned to Ohio and continued vüth their 
experiments, imııroving their air_plane and testine it noar 

their home in Daytono They sent letter after letter to 
government officials, but the news of their invention v-ras 
either ie;nored or caused only little interest. 

(2) 

(3) 

By the end of 1904, they could keep the airplane up (4) 
for five minutes and fly complete circles. On Octobor 

5, 1905, in Dayton, Ohio, they flew 24 miles in 38 minutes

as far and as long as the ,gasoline supply would nllovr. 

Certnin that they had the Flyer perfected, the V/right 
brothers were granted a ııatent for the ir jn vontion in 
1906. They formed the Wright Company to mnnufacture nircraft 

and they began at Yilhat time to seelc a market. 
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By 1908 the Wrights had gained 'Norldwide fame. While ( 5) 

Wilbur was in France dazzling European audiences with 
flyinr; demonstrations, Orville was conducting a seriea of 
flights before United States government officials at 
Fort Myer, Virginia. As a result of these demonstrations, 
the United States purchased its first military aircraft, 
a Wright machine, for a cost of $25.000, and licenses vvere 
granted to firms abroad for the manufacture of .the Wright 
brothers' aircraft. 

Viilbur and Orville never lost their modesty when ( 6) 

honors were showered upon them. They paid little attention 
to the medals and ribbons which they received from scientific 
societies, and again and again, they refused to make public 
speeches. Thcir unwillingness to speak out in public was 
emphasi:~ed by 'Nilbur when he commented. " I know of only 
one bird, the parrot, that talks, and the parrat cannot 
fly very high." 

For Wilbur there were to be only a few short years (7) 
of success. I.n May 1912, at the age of ?1-5, he died of 
typhoid fever. His death marked the end of one of the 
greatest inventive part.nerships i.n history. 

Though Orville continued to vrork i.n aviation for ( 8) 
several years more, his heart·was no langer iq it. Ile f1Bw 
a plane for the last time in 1918. He retired fDom his 
company and lived quietly at his home in Dayton. 

Alsa contributing to Orville's withdrawal from (9) 
public life was his unhappiness wi~h legal disputes with 
fellovr aviation pioneer Glenn Hammo.nd Curtiss arising over 
the patent rights which the Wright Company held on aircraft 
design. He· alsa felt the United States government slighted 
his and Wilbur's achieveme.nts when, in ],914, the Smithsonian 
Museum placed on display Samuel Langley's Aerodrome, which 
had been built but not flow.n in 1903, with the notice that 
it was the first heavier-than-air-machine "capable" of 
flic;ht. ı;ıJhen later invited by the Smithsonian to place the 
Kitty Hawk Flyer on display Orville declined, and instead 
semt it to the Science Museum at South Kensington, Ene;land. 



In 1943, at the request of' President I~ranklj_n 

D. Roosevelt, Orville asked that the p:J.ıano be re-turned 
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to be put on permanent exhibit at the Smithsonian. Orville, 
however, never saw the display. On January 30, 1948, he 
died at the age of' 77. The f'ollowing December 17, exactly 

45 years after the first flight, the Flyer vras placed on 
permanent eYJübi tion. 

(lO) 
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TEXT N0.2 

I. V/RITE EEJ!'ORE YOU READ. Write a short paragraph whatever you 
understand from the lines below (20-25 Words). 

Wilbur zays that "I know of only one bird, the parrot, that 
talks, and the parrot cannot fly very high". And he refuses to 
mak~· public speeches. 

II. ANTICIPATION EXBRCISES. Before reading the whole text; skim 
the questions below. Then discuss your answers in the class. 

Parae;raph 2 

Did the plane rise up on December 17, 1903? 
- Was it the first successful manned glider flight? 

Paragraph 4 

- Did they.have a company to manufacture airplanes? 

Parap;raph 6 

- Vfuy did the Wrights refuse to make public speeches ? 

Paragraph 9 - 10 

- V/hat did Glenn Hmmmond Curtiss do ? 
- Why did Orville send the flying machine to Science Museum at 

South Kensington, England? 

III. READ THE TEXT 
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IVo· SCANNING FOR FACTS. Find the following information in the 
reading selection. Give the number of paragraph which 
gives the facts. 

Topic 

The cause of Wilbur's death 
The first military aircraft 
Ribbons and medals from 
scientific societies 
Exhibi tion of ~Jamuel Langley' s pla.ne 
Basic princiQples of flight 

Paragraph (s) 

V. CLOZl<J EXERCISE. Complete the following paragraph choosing 
the best alternative. 

During the .night 
from the north. The 3 
slowly. 5 was aı.ble 

1 16, 1903, a stro.ng cold 2 

The machine would --~7-
lasted only 12 10 • 

, facing a 27 4 wind, started 
to stay with it after a forty foot 
suddenly from the 8 • The 9 

l)a)November b)Ja.nuary c)September d)Decembcr 
2)a)weather b)wind c)storm d)drizzles 
3)a)people b)inhabitants c)settlers 1d)machine 
4)a)kilometre b)seconds c)mile d)metre 
5)a)Wilour b)Orville c)They d)Plane 
6)a)run b)fly c)crawl d)stand 
7)a)crash b)stop c)rise d)work 
8)a)sky b)groupd c)air d)world 
9)a)freight b)observation c)gasoline d)flight 

lO)a)hours b)minutes c)seconds d)days 

blew 
very 

__ 6_. 

Prepared by Ömür EMENER 
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 

TEXT NO: 3 

SAJviUEL P. LANGLEY 

Samuel P. Langley was a respected physicist, c:ıs (1) 
well as on eo.rly pioneer in aviation. He was born August 
22, 1834-, in Roxbury, Massachusetts, rıear Bostori. He 
became interestad in experimental science eo.rly j_n his 
life, building a telescope as a boy with his brother and 

making astronomical observations. His formal education 
onded vvith his graduation from the Bostan High School 
in 1851. 

Ho YiOrked in an archi tectural offj_ce in Bostan and ( 2) 

at Harvard College, and in 1864 and 1865 he visited 
observatories and rosearch centers in Europe with his 
brother. In 106G he became an assistant prof'essor of 

r:iıathematisc at the United States Naval Academy, where he 
had charge of o. small observatory. The nex:t year he became 
professor of physics and astronomy at the Wcstern University 

. ! 

of Pennyslvanio.. In 1889 he was elected secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution, the national museum and center 
:for re search in Washington, JJ.C. He held this po si tion 
until his deo.th. 

Langley began studies on heavier-than-o.ir f'light in (3) 
Pennsylvania; and he continued these studies at the 
Smithsonian Instj_tutiono After studying the source of 
power in bird flight, he constructed steam-powered models 
which flew successfully and attracted considerable 

attention. The Smithsonian awarded him $50.000 for the 
constructton of a full-size passenger-carrying mach:Lne, 

or aerodrome, as Langley called it. A quarter-sj.ze model, 
equiprcd 1.üth cı. water-cooled gasoline e~g:Lne wcı.s flovm 

sıı.ccessfull~r, but the full-size ma ch ine, c atapul ted from 
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houseboat on the Potamac River October 8, 1903, and aaain 

on Decembcr 8, failed both times. Discouraged by newspaper 
critj_cism, publ:Lc misunderstanding, and lack of f'ırnds for 

furthcr exı)cr:Lments, Langley discontinued his vvork j_n 
cıeronautics. 
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TEXT N0.3 

I. A.ANTICIPATION EXERCISE. J3efore you refld the text, skim the 
following paragraphs and give the answers. 

Paragraph 1 

- What did he study first when he was young? 

Paragraph 2 

- Where dia he became ]:5rofessor of physics and astronomy? 
- V/here had he chargedof a small observatory? 

I'arap;rcı.ph .J. 

- Did he go on his studies after 1903? Vfhy? 
- Why did Samuel Langley discontinued? 

B.CATCHING THE WORDS. Which of the words below are used in 
paragraphs 2 and 3 ? 

gastronomy 
education 
speed 
elected 
central 

II. READ THE TEXT 

portion 
microscope 
world 
small 
naval 
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III. OON'fBXT CLUE. In which paro.c,raphs are the words or phrases 
belov1 used? 

physics and astronomy 
astronomical observations 
aerodrome 
p.i.oneer 
national museum 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

IV. CI10ZE EXERCISE. Complete the following pare.graph vri thout 
referring back to the text. V/hen you finish, check your 
answers against the original parar;raph. If you get at leo.st 
40 % correct, your score is good. 

Samuel P. Langley was a re sp ec te d ___ , e.s well as an 
eo.rly p.i.oneer in • He was born August 22, 1834-, in Roxbury, 

-----··' near Bostan. He became interested j_n science 
early in his life, a telescope as a boy with his 
and makin<~ .• astronomical .He is education ended with 

. ----- ----
his from the ---- High School. 

V. VOCABULARY PRACTISE. Guess the meaninc; of the vvords and explain 
them with your own words. 

aeronautics : 
water-cooled gasoline engine 
lack of funds : 
catapult (from) 
full-size machine 

Prepared by Ömür EMENER 
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TEXT NO: 4 

AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 
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Anather aspect of technological advance is the 

cornmei~cüıl aircraft itself. A major brealethrough in c ivil 
aviation occurred in the 1950s with the introduction of 
large j et-powered aircraft, vvhi ch soan rep1ac ed most of 

the post-World War II aircraft on most of the air routes 

araund the world. In October of 1955 Pan American World 

Airways ordered forty-five jet transports-twenty-five 
DC-8s from Douglas and twenty Boeing 707s. The first 

raund of jet orders was sparked by this,move, and the jet 
race was on. The Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8, along with 

(ı) 

the BAC VC-10, became the transcontinental or intercontincntal 
carriers. Each vvas capable of carrying one hundred to one 
hundred eic;hty passengers for distances of four thousand to 
f'ive thousand miles, non-st.op, at speeds of five hun.dred to 
fj_ve hundred fifty m. p .h. The early 1960s brought sınaller 
jet aircraft wi th tı.vo or three erıgines, such ~~ the 

Boeing 727 and 737, Douglas DC-9, and DAC-111, for intercity 
service. ~-:'hese planes could economically handle fifty to 
one hundred passengers at about the same speedso 

In the 1970s the world sa w the advent of the ju.m•.ıo ( 2) 

jets-the Boeing 747, Lockheed L-1011, bnd the McDonnell 
Douglas DC-10. These large airplarıes are designeel to carry 
betw·een three hundred fifty and four hundred ninety 
passengers. V/hile the passengers on the se planes enjoy 
a spacious-if. not 1ux:urious-ride above the weather, their 
pilots enjoy the ease, comfort, and safety of a sophisticated, 
coınputerized, ful1y instrumented coclcpi·~. Dut the advances 

do not stop thereo 
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A supcrsonic transport copab1e of f1ying foster than (3) 
the opeed of cound was f1ight-tected ü1 early 1970. The 
British-French Concorde and Soviet TU-144, both capab1e of 
Mach 2 (a max:imum speed of about one thousand tvvo hundred 
m.p.h.), are present1y the world's only two cupersonic 
tro.nsports (SSTs). (Development of the American SST was 
diccontinued because of environmental and political 
questj_ons.) The Soviet Union 1 s trouble-plagued supersonic 

air1iner-some six years behind schedule-began regular 

nassenger oervice in November 1977 on a 2500-nü1e run 
between Moscow and Alma Ata, the capital o:r: Sov:Let Kazal-i:hstan. 

The Air Jh::-nnce/Dri tish Airways Concorde has rcgulc1r trnns
Atlantic service from Paris and London to NeVI York and 
Waslüngton 1 D. C. It tak es the plane 1ess than four hours 
to make the trip-bare1y enough time for the passengers to 
fj_nish the splcndj_d meal they are served. 

Throughout the years of development of instrumeı:ıt (4) 
flying, numerous changes have tc,ıken place in aircraft, 
radio aido, irı.strumentation, and proceclures. Slow :l:'lyj_ng, 
poorly instrumentacl aircraft have gradually given way to 
high pcr:f:'ormance jet aircraft with precision devices. Nevv 

instrument flying procedures have been put into effect, 
and more efficient air traffic control service.methocls 

ı 

are being used. Flying by instruments, at one time consid-
erecl impossible, is now a requirement for all comrnercial 
pilots anel an integral part of air traffic control. 

~1other oignificant development in modern aviation (5) 
is the emergence of women as pilots and air traffic 
controllers. With very f)'ew exceptions, commercial pilots 
and air traffic controllers have traditionally been men. 

This is rapidl;y changingo In the late 1970sıabout a dozen 
women are pilots for major commercial airlines in the 
United States. In most cases they are second of:ficers or 
flight engineers. It is simply a matter of time until they 
will advance to the rank of first officer and then to the 
captain's seot. It is already commonplace to hear o. woman's 

voice fJ::-om oir traffic control. The entrance of vmmen into 
these occupo.tions is significant, both for society and for 

the indu.stry. 
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TEXT N0.4 

I. CJJASS SURV:Bı'Y. Answer followirı.g paragre.phs before rco.dinr.:; the 

tex:t, althoue;h you have not enough knowledge. 

ı- 'Nhat is aviation technoloey ? 

---------------:----------
2- 1i'l11at kinds of aircraft have you already known? 

3- 1111ı.at tdnds of planes are used on most international flichts? 

4- 11 Another aspect of technologica.l advance is the conımercial 
aircraft i ts elf". 1flhat do you unders tand? 

II. AN1'ICIPATION EXERCISES. Before you read the text, skim the 

following paragraphs and answer the questions. 

_ P 0 rap;raph 1 

- What are the principal features of DC-9 and BAC-111 ? 

- Which jet aircraft became the first inter continentnl carriers? 

Po.rar:ro.ph 2 

Yı1ıich airplanes are ca11ed jumbo jet s? 

Paragraph 3 

- Vfuich airp ıane to ok ab out three-and-a-half hours from Parü:ı to 

Washington D.C ? 

- VJhat is a requirement for all pilots and air traffic controlers? 

III. READ THE TEXT 
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IV • ~lCAN1ifiNG POR FACTS. Find the follovrin1:ı; informo.tlon in the 
text and g:Lve the number of the pare.grnphs. 

Topic Parar:;raph (s) 

The So~iet Union's supersonic airliner 
Instrument flying 

-~-·-..,..---

Second afficers or flight engineers 
Supersonic transport 

---------· ----

Post-world War II aircraft 
forty-five jet transporta 
Intercity service -----------·---
V. CLOZE TEST. Complete the following paragraph choosin~ the best 

alternavive. 

IVIany planes are 1 by manufacturing company and 2 
number in a kind of code that identifies the size, 3 of the 
piLane, passenger 4 and __5_ information. The larr;est of all 
_L aircraft operating taday is the __ 7 ___ • It is 

often 8 to by passengers as a 1111 9 11 jet. The operating 
range is 6,000 10 and the operating --~~ is 25.000 to 
4-5,000 fe et. It p:rovides g:reate:r 12 for i ts passengers. 

l-a) deseribed b)identified. c)formulazcd d)operated 
2-a.)rnodel b)code c) de. to. d)shape 

3-a)coloU:r b)type c)pilots d) crevr 
4-a)wishes b)orders c)capacity d)rules 
5-a)w:rong b)useless c)secret d)other 
6-a) j_ et b)mode1 c)fast d)jumbo 
7-a)Boeing 747 b)Dakota DCJ c)'non-scheduled d)BAC 10 
8-a)called b)referred c)described d)explained 

9-a)unbeliavnble b)miracle c) jumbo d)super 
10-a) kilernetres b)metres c)miles d)decimiles 

11-a)weight b)lenght c)altitudes d)height 

12-a) trouble b)hesitation c)question d)comfort 

Prepared by Ömür Elı'IENER 



APPEJ.\TDIX_ B 

TEXT NO: 1 

'PIIE VffiiGHT BROTHERS ( l) 

BD 

In 1903 two brothers named Wilbur and Orville Wright 
sent a letter to government officials in V/ashinc;ton ,· D. c., 
announcing a revolutionary invention. They vtrote, "The 

series of experiments upon which we have been enc;ac;ed for 

the past five years, has ended in the production of a 
flying ma ch ine ••• rı At the time, however, · such an achievement 

was considered impossible, and their letter and invention 
were ignorcd.1 . 

Hevertheless, the V/r:j.ght brothers has indeeel 
accomplished the 11 impossible, 11 and they had not done it by 
accident. It was successfully done through years of study, 
experiment, and hard v10rk. 

The Vlright brothers were raised in Ohio, the sons of 
a bishop in the Church of the United Brcthreıı in Christ. 
Wilbur had boen born in 1867; and he and his brocher Orville, 

younger by four ;years, enjoyed n sirnilari ty in spirit cmd 

interests which madc them a natural team. 

Ever since childhood the brothers had displayed a 
talent for builcling thj_ngs. Their father had encöuraged 
them, urgı:i.mg them to earn money to meet the cost of any 

project they started. Doth brothers were ~specially 
interested in mechanical things. This ~nterest, together 
with their pioneering spirit and gift for original thinking, 
eventually procluced the 11 impossible 11 machine-the airplane. 

As two poorly educated young men, the Wric;ht brothers 
were the first to discover the seeret of air travcl that 

had escnped tho genius of the world's grestest scholars for 

thousancls of years. Thcir earliest contact with the dream 
of flight came 88 children when their father brought tl:ıem 
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only that man could glide through the air. The more important 
question remained unanswered: could man fly th:ııought the air? 

For three more years the Wrir;hts worked to improve 
their glider, paying partielilar attention to its controls and . 
to the shape of the wings, they made important improvements 
in flight control. Orville then designed an· eng:Lne which 

they built and mounted on the glider to produce flying 
power. They ~lso experimented with various designs for the 
all-important propellors. 

So.muel P. Langley of the Smithsonian Insti tu tion in 
Washington, ~~c., had been working on the construct:Lon of 

a man-carrying airplane which he called the Aerodrome. In 
1903 he suffered two eli s as trous f'ailures when r1e a ttempted 
to catapult his plane into the air from a boat on the 
Potamac River near Washington, D.C. His second ı..msuccessful 

attempt had taken place on December 6, 1903. 
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I • COMPHEHENSION QUESTIONS. Answer the follovring questionn in 

mor c than 70 ı.vords. 

1- 'Nhere dül. the Wright brothers spend their childhood? 

2- V/hat happened when the V!rights sent a let ter to u·. s. Government? 

3- How did they start their earliest contact when they were children' 

4- V111ich c tudies d id they denl wi th? 

----··-------------- -------------
5- Vı1ıy dill they open ·· a bicycle shop ? 

6- Were they able to build a motorless glider? 

---------·-~----------·-----.. 
7- Where did they choose to test it? Why? 

------------·-·-;..._ ________ _ 
8- Dicl they endeavour to improve their glider? 

--·------·-·------------
g,._ ·Who built the engine, Orville or Wilbur? 

------··----·--·.._·-
10-What did Samuel P.Langley attenıpt? 

II. FILL IN THE BLANKS. Find out appropriate. word in gaps. 
ı 

'l'hey lived Dayton, Ohio, v-1here they made and -----
bicyclen. They had all their evenings and weekends 

building • They had how to stay in the 

air for long periods the ir gliders. ~L'he Wright 
had also ___ and designed a special ___ • It wa8 ...:___ __ _ 
11 Flyer No.One. 11 

III9 A. CONSTHUCTION EXERCISES. Make meaningful sentences. 

1- hac'l.n 't/the/before/bicyclcs/Vlrights/made/ 1 7th December 1903/ 

only 

2- a/come/year/Wrights/Kitty Hawk/to/month/each/the/had/for/month 
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3- machine/in/a/nobody/such/flown/beJore/had/ 

-----···-·-------
4- few/ of/ the/very/brothers/knew/people/ı.:Vril3hts 

5- e;liders/to/hacl/Kitty Hawk/tested/they/had/and talcen/them 

----------··-----

B. Put each adverb in its rie;ht place 

1- ( absolutely) The Wrie;h ts brothers ı;vere c ertnin that the machine 
had not falien down. 

------··------------- ··------
2-(formally) They announced a revolutionery invention and sent 

a letter to governrnent. 

3-(gradunlly) 'rhe inhabitans of Kitty Hawk became used to this 
kinds of experiment. 

-------·----·-----------------
4-(fairly) The plan they did was carried out successfully. 

---·---
5-(shortly) Before the first ene;ine po~ered flidıt they began to 

sell bicycles. 

IV. S:GWrENCE STRUCTURE. Rewrite these two sentences as one 

sentence. 

~hen rewrite three different sentences referring to the text. 

The :people laugh~d. Perhapr.ı these people were :r-ight. 

Prepare d by Ömür ErJENER 
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APPENDIX B (CONTINUED) 

TEXT NO: 2 

~~I:m V/RIGHT BROTHERS( 2) 

The Wright brothers, both now over 30 years old, 

were not discoura(Sed by those mishaps. Their experiments 

had taught them the barüc pririciples of flight thot 

trained scientific minds had failed to find. So once again 

the brothers returneel to the sand hills at lO tty Ibwk this 

türıe üı the mj.c1c1le o :C' wüıter. The da te was December 17,1903. 

Tl1eir f'lying nıachine, made of pieces of wood and 

cloth, loolced to o frae;ile to fly. Wi th Orvil1e at the 

con.trols, the piorıeer' plane moved down a trade, vms 

catapu1ted into the air, and f1ew for twelve seconds. 

It wac the first controlled sustained flic;ht of an 

air_plane. 

Thouc;h they hr:ıd conquered the aır, the \'/riglüs 

stil1 had to conquer the public's disbe1iof-the rcfusa1 

of people to agree th:::ıt a successful flight hacl beoıı macle. 

So the brothers retnrnccl to Ohio and continuod with their 

experiments, improvüıg their· airp1ane and testing it near 

their home in Dayton. They sent lotter after lotter to 

government officials, bı.ıt the news of their invention vms 

either ignored or caused only little interest • 

. By the enel of 1904, they could keep the airp1ane up 

for five minutas and fly complete circles. On Octobcr 

5, 1905, in Daytorı, Ohio, they flew 24-miles in 3<3 mirıutes-

as :faı~ orıcl n. s lot1G n s tlıe gasoline supply vvoıtld nllü\7. 

Ccrtain tho.t they hm1 the Ji'lyer perfected, the V/rip;ht 

brothers were grrmted D patent for their m verıtion in 

1906. They formed the· Wrir;ht Company to manufo.cture ::ürcraft 

and they be go. n at :tilhD t time to se ek a mark et. 
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By 1908 the Wrights had gained worldwide fame. \'/hile 
','filbur was in France dazzl:Lng European audiences wi th 
flying demonstrations, Orville was conducting a seriec of 
flights before United States government officials at 
Fort Myer, Virginia. As a result of these demonstrntions, 
the United States purchased its first military aircraft, 
a Wright machine, for a cost of $25.000, and licenses were 
c;ranted to firms abroad for the manufacture of the Wright 
brothers' aircraft. 

Wilbur and Orville never lost their modesty when 
honors were showered upon them. They paid little attention 
to the metlals and ribbons which they received from scientific 

societies, aq~ again and again, they refused to make public 
speeches. The ir umvillingness to s pea k out in public was 
emphasized by Wilbur when he corrunented. " I know of only 
one bir d, the parret, that tallcs, and the parret cannot 
fly very high. 11 

For Wilbur there were to be only a few short years 

of success. In I\fay 1912, at the age of ~5, he die d of 
typhoid fever. His deatlı marlced the end of one of the 
greatest inventive partnerships in history. 

Though Orville continued to work in aviat:Lon for 
several yen.rs more, his he art was no langer in it. II e flew 
a plane 
company 

for 
and 

Als o 

the last time in 
lived quietly at 

contributing to 

1918. He retired f:vom his 

his home in Dayton. 

Orville's withdrawal from 

public life was his unhappü1ess v.ri th legal disputes wi th 
fellovv avia tion pioneer Glenn Hamroond Curtiss arising over 
the patent rights which the Wright Company held on aircraft 
design. He also felt the United States government slighted 

his and Wilbur's achievements when, in 1914, the Smithsonian 
lViu::ıeum placed on dinplay Samuel Langley' s Aerodrome, ı:1hich 

had been built but not.flown in 1903, with the notice that 

it vras the first heavier-than-air-machine "capable" of 
f1ir;ht. ı,·,11erı ln.ter invited by the Smithsonian to place the 
Kitty Hawk Flyer on display Orville declined, and instead 
se nt j_ t to the Science lilusetı.m at South Ke nsington, Eneland. 



In 1943, at the request of J?resident lilr;cırıl;:lin 

D. Roosev.el t, Orvj_lle asked that the plane be returned 
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to be put on permanent exlıibit at the Snüthsonian. Orville, 

however, never saw the display. On January 30, 1948, he 

died at the age of 77. The fallawing December 17, exactly 

45 years after the first flight, the Flyer was. placed on 
permanent eJdübi tion. 



I. COli.IPREHENSION QUESTIONS. Ansı;ver the follo,:ving 

than 65 vrorcls. 

1- 1Nha t was the ir machine made of ? 

2- How lonp; did their machine stay up? ___ .. ______ . _________ . _____________ _ 
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J • ques cJ.om:ı 

3- ı;fuo went to Prance to demanstrate the flight again? 

4- Did they become famous before 1908's? 

in more 

-------·-·-·----
5- What did Orville do in Virginia? 

6- Was their li'lyer exhibited permanently ? 

7- Did Orville die in 1918? 

8- V/hat happened after OrviJ.le's withdrawal? 

9- V/here was Aerodrome exhibi te d? 

10- ~Vhere did Orville send their machine? V1hy ? 

II. F]IL IN THE BLANKS. Find out appropriate vv-ord in gaps. 

In 1904 the Wrigh ts a second machine. They it 
11 Flyer No,Tvro." They some reporters to a near Dayton 

to vvatch them __ • Unfortunately there some mechnnical 

with the plane and it did not at all that day. The 

__ went r:.ı.~Nay. They were and d id not c ome back. The 

Wrights went __ with their work. In 1905 they built an even' 

maclüne. They able to __ in the air, Farmers and 

travellers ___ the roads ---·-- Dayton saw them • 

Eut when these 

to believe ----· 
told newspapermen __ _ it, they 
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III. CONSTRUCTION EXERCISES. Mo.ke meanineful ;:ıcntencE)S from 
words bclow. 

1- vJas/"ELyer I~ o, Three" /in/the/not/ goverment/buying/ int crested 

2- from/to/ aeroplane/Wrir.;hts/money 1 di d/ thehiant/ not/ an/build/ 
government. 

3- already/it/the/they/Wrights/did/had/not/understand/done 

4- thcir/to/the/took/pieces/1905/two/plane/brothers/in 

5- hue;e/case/parts/were/into/wooden/thefput/a 

IV. FIHDING DIFFERENCES. V.'hat is the diffeı·ence betvreen the 
following? 

a) A propeller and a glider 

b) An inventor and a discovcrer 

c) To raise and to rise 

d) To disappoint and to surprise 

e) .To purchase and to manufe.cture 

f) A display and an exhibition 

Prepo.red by Ömür E.IENER 



APPENDIX B {CONTINUED) 

TEXT NO: 3 

Sl\.l':lUEL P. LANGLEY 

Sar:ı.uel P. Iıo nc.;ley was a respected phys:Lc ist, :o1s 

well cıs an eo.rly pioneer j_n aviation. He was born Anr:;üst 

22, 1834-, in Tloxbury, Masoachusetts, near Bostan. He 

bccamo interestod in experbnental science early in his 

life, bnildin~ o telescope ao a boy with his brother and 

malcing astronomical obsorva·Uorıs. His formnl oducation 

endod vii th h:Ls ı c:raduatio rı from the Doston High School 

in 1851. 

He vrorked :Lrı cm arch:L tectural offj_ce in J3oston and 

at Harvard College, and in 1864 and 1865 he visited 

obscrvatories and resoarch centers in Europe with his 

brother. In 1866 he became an assistant profesoor of 

mathematisc r-ıt the United States Naval Academy, vvhcre he 
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had ch argo o :ı':' a small o bserva tory. The next year he bocame 

profossor of physicc and astronomy at the Wostern University 

of Pennyslvania. In 1889 he was elected secretary of the 

Smithsonian Inst:L tu·Uon, the national musemn and center 

for research in Wo.sh:Lngton, D.O. He held this position 

un til hif3 deoth. 

Lcınc;loy bcgan studies on heavier-than-a:Lr f1ie.:ht in 

Pcnnsylvania; anel he continued these studies at tl1e 

Smi thsonicm Inctitutj_on. Aftcr otudying the sourcc ot 

power in bJ.rd flight, he constructed steam-povvcred models 

wh:Lch flow succcssfully anel nttracted consiclernble 

attontion. The Smithsonian awarded him $50.000 for the 

construct:Lon of n fuJ_l-sizo passenger-carrying mnch:Lne, 

or ncrodromc, as Lnn.gley ca ll ed it. A quarter-:::dze model, 

equip;:ccl vrith 8 watcr-coolccl gasoline engine vms flovm 

snccessfully, but the i'ull-size ma ch ine, c atapul ted from 
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houoeboat on the Potamac River October 8, 1903, and again 

on Decembcr 8, failed both times. Discouraged by newspaııer 
eri ticism, publ:Lc misunderstandiııg, and lacl.ı;: of fıınds for 

further e:qıcriments, Langley discontinued b is work in 
aerono.utics. 
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I. COI.:Ll'HEHENSION QUESTIONS • .Answor the followinc; questions 
more than 25 words. 

1- Vlhen was Samuel Langley born? 

2- What was he interested in ? 

3- Was he an architect in Bostan? 

4- How many times did Samuel Lo.n,c::;ley fo.il ? 

5- Did the public encourage Samuel Langley, or not? 

II. COHS~L1RUCTION EXERCISES. Put the words in correct order and 
mak e mer . .ı.nj.ngful sentence. 

1- avirıtion/first/curtiss'/in/work/was/with/Army Dirieible 

?.- brothers/ the ir/ the/ i' el t/pa tenti'Nrigh t/Curtiss/viola t ed/had 

ı 

3- boats/tbe/be/a/navy/for/built/flying/also/series/of 

4- on/the motorcycle/speed/ es tablishec1/he/miles/record/ of/137 

5- features/had/wing/Curtiss'/became/standard/on innovations/ 
desicn/on/aircraft 

-------------------------------------------------------------
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III. i:JEN~rımcg f:lTHuc:r.uRE. Us o 1), pronoun inrıteadof undcr·lyine; 

words. Be careful to put .it in its right plnce. 

ı- :I.'he Wr:i..e:hts handed on the ir j_nventiona to those ı,vh o caıme 

after them. 

2- Samu.el JJn.ne;l_oy carried out his plan bu t he di d not achieve it. 

3- Settlers in Kitty Hawk had watched the experiments. 

IV.SUJiillvlARY, Malce a surrunary without looking at the text. Remember 

it as possible as you can and write it (40 - 50 words) 

Prepared by Ömür EI'.IIT~NER 



APPENDIX B ~CD~TINUED) 

TEXT NO: 4 

AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 

Anather aspect of, technological advance is the 

commerciG.l nircraft itsclf. A major breakthroue;h in civil 

aviation occurred in the l950s with the introduction of 

large j et-powcred o.ircraft, vvhi ch soon replaced most of 

the post-V.forld Wcır II aircraft on most of the air routGs 

araund the world. In Octo b er of 1955 Pan American Vtforld 

Airways erdered ·forty-fi ve jet transports-twenty-fj.ve 

DC-8s from Douglos and twenty 13oeing 707s. The fj_rst 
. ' 

ro und of jet orders vras sparked by this mo ve, n nd the jet 

rnce was on. The I3oeing 707 and Douglas DC-8, along vrith 
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the 13AC VC-10, bGcnme the transcorıtinental or intercorıtinental 

carriers. Ench was capable of carrying one hundred to one 

hundrod eighty pnssengers for distances of four thouoand to 

five thousand miles, non-stop, at speeds of five hundred to 

five hundred fifty m.p.h. The early 1960s brought smn1ler 

jet aircraft witl'ı two or three erıgines, such as the 

Boeing 727 and T37, Douglas DC-9, and BAC-111, for intercity 

service. Those plan es could economica1ly hanelle fii'ty to 

one hundred passengers at about the same speedsc 

In the l970s the world saw the advent of the jwnbo 

jet s-the Bo e ing 74 7, Lockheed L-1011, and the l\ilcDonnell 
' 

Douglo.s DC-10. Thesc large airplanes are desigrıed to carry 

between three hundred fifty and four hundred ninety 

passengers. Wıile the passengGrs on these planes enjoy 

n spacious-if not lu::urious-rtde above the wenther, their 

pilot s enjoy the easo, comfort, and safety of a so ph:Lsticated, 

computariz ed, fvlly instrumented cocl{pi ~. But the aclvances 

do not stop thero. 
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A suporsonic transport capable of flying faster than 

the speed of so"Lmd vms flight-tested in early 1970. The 

Bri tish-Prench Concorde and Soviet TU-144, both cnpa!Jle of 

Mach 2 (a maximum speed of about one thousand two hundred 

m. p .h.), are presen·tıy the world 1 s only two supersonic 

tronsports ( SSTs). (Development of the Amer:Lcan ssrr was 

discontüıued because of environmental and po li tical 

questj.ons.) The Sovtet Union 1 s trouble-plagued supersonic 

sirliner-same sh: years behind schedule-began ree;ular 

passenger service in November 1977 on a 2500-mile run 

between Mosco-vv anel Alma Ata, the capt tal of Soviet Kazakhstan. 

The Air Jh:·cınco/Br:Ltish Airways Concorde has reguletr trı:ms

Atlsntic service from Paris and London to New Yoı~ıc anel 

Washington, D.C. It tskes the plane less than four hours 

to malce the trip-barely enough time for the passengers to 

fj_nish the splendid meal they are served. 

Throughout the years of development of instrwrrent 

flying, numcrous changes have taken place in aircrsft, 

radio aids, instrumentation, anel procedures. Slov: flying, 

poorly instrumontad aircraft have gradually given ı,vo.y to 

high pcrJ'o:t·mance jet aircraft wi th precision devicas. New 

instrument flying procodures have been put into ef'fect, 

and mora efficient air traffic control service methoels 

are be ing usecl. TI1lying by instruments, at one time consj_d

ered impoosj_ble, io novl' a. requirement for all commercial 

pilots and an int~gral part of air traffic control. 

A:ıothor sic;nificant development in modern avü:ı.tion 

is the oınorgoncc of women as pilots and aj.r tr8:C:Cic 

controllers. Wi th very f}ew exceptions, conımercial pj_lots 

and air traffic controllers have traditionally been men. 

TJ:üs is rapiclly changingo In the late 1970G about a dozarı 

vvomon sre pj_lots for major commercial airlincs in the 

Uni tod St8too. In most case:J they are second of:U.corr_} or 

flj_z,ht ont;ü!ocrs. It j_s simply a matter of time until they 

will advance to.tho rankof first officer and thon to the 

cnptnüı 1 s Doat. It tc alrcody commonplace to hear 8 woman 1 s 

voice :t'rcırrı air tr::ı:L'f'ic control. The entrance o:f:' women into 

those occupations is cigıüficarıt, both for socicty ~:ınd for 

the irı<ltı_rJt.r;y. 
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I .COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS. Ansvrer the followd:ng questions in more 

than 30 words. 

1- 'Nlı.at is one of the facili ties of technological development? 

2- When nid Pan American World Airvmys start 'jet transports? 

3- Was Douglas DC-8 an international carriers? 

----------------------------------·-----------
4- V/hat t~rpes of ;jumbo jets were seen in 1970? 

5- vVhen were supersonic jets tested? 

6- What is air traffic control service? 

II. FILL n.r THE BLANK. Comple te the gap s wi th sui tab le word s. 

1':1any planes are by manufacturinr.; company and __ _ 

number in a kind of code that identir~es the s~ze, of plane, 

pe.ssenger ___ ,and information. The largest of all aircraft 

operatine; today is the .It is often_ to by passengers 

as a "---"jet. The operating range is 6,000 and the 
operating __ _ is 25,000 to 45,000 feet. It provides greater 

and for its passengers. 

III. M:.ı\.KING SENTENCES. Use these in sentences 1 referrinr; to the text. 

(incomparably fast) 

ı-

(unbelievably comfortable) 

2- -------------------- ·-------------
(impossibly beautiful) 

3-
(unimaginably advanced) 

4-
IV. STRUCTUHE. Complete the follovving to make sentences. 

1- DouglaG DC-8 

2- The first computerized service 

.3...,. The increasing number of air travelers 

4- The interno.tiona.l airlines 

5- Pan Ammrican World Airways 

Prepared by Ö:mLir EM~NER 
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APPENDIX C 

TES·r NO: 1 

Read the text carefully 

THE VVRIGH·r BHOTHERS ( 1) 

Date: 

In 1903 two brothers named Vfilbur and Orville Wright (1) 
sent a letter to government officials in Vlashington, D. C., 
announoing a revolutionary invention. They vvrote, 11 The 
series of experiments upon which we have been engaged for 

the past five years, has ended in the production of a 

flying machine ••• " At the time, however, such an achievement 

was considered impossible, and their letter and invention 
were ignored. 

J.Tevertheless, the Wright brothers has indeed 
accomplished the "impossible, 11 and they had not done it by 

accident. It was successfully done through years of study, 

experiment, and hard work. 

( 2) 

The Vfright brothers were raised in Ohio, the sons of (3) 

a bishop in the Church of the United J3rethren in Christ. 
Wilbur rwd be en born in 186 7; and he and his b ro ther Orville, 

younger by four years, enjoyed a sirrıilarity in spirit and 
interests which made them a natural team. 

Ever since childhood the brothers had displayed a (4) 

talent for building things. Their father had encouraged 
them, urgıimg them to earn morıey to meet the cost of any 

project they started. J~th brothers were especially 
irıterested in mechanical things. This interest, tcıgether 

with their pioneering spirit and gift for original thinkirıg, 
eventually produced the "impossible 11 machine-the airplane. 

As two poorly educated young men, the Wright brothers (5) 

were the first to discover the seeret of air travel that 

had escaped the genius of the world's greatest scholars for 

thousands of years. Their earliest contact with the dream 
of flight caıne as children when their father brought them 
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a toy helicopter. It was basically a flying top, po•ered by 
twisted rubberbands, a crude fo~erunner of the familiar 

flyirıg machine that is so useful todey. The boys studied 

the toy, took it apart, and finally discardecl it. But the 
memory of its flying principles stayed with them and 

sr.a rked the ir imaginat:i.on. They began to explore other 
airborne objects. They watched birds and studiecl the 
lifting and drifting of the birds' wings soarirıg against 
the sky. They experj_ınented wi th ki tes and set up the ir 

own kite-makinc; bnsiness for neighborhood children. 

As the brothers grev1 oider, they continued their 

studies, readint:; the history of man's early atteınpto to 
fly and reports of recent experiments with gliders being 
conducted by Otto Lilienthal in Germany and by the 

Arnericans, Octave Chanute and Samuel P. Langley. Such 

studies helped to overcome their lack of formal technical 
education; but from the start of their experiments, they 

found that they rıeeded mor;ey to pay for their research. 

( 6) 

To earn this morıey, the brothers in 1892 opened a (7) 
bicycle shop in Dayton, Ohio. It was a successfı~ enterprise 

and they were soon marketing a bicycle of their own design, 
the Van Cl e eve. Dut the ir main in terest ren1ained in the 
study of flight. They learned that there were two schools 

of thought in regarcl to the possible conquest of the air. 

J!1irst, there were those vvho believsel in gliders that flevr 
like ki tes. Then, there vvere those who had experimenteel 

with motor machines that imitateel birds, even to copying 
the flapping of their wings. 

The Yfrights decided to start their experiments 

with motorlass gliders. They built a crude craft and 

journeyed to the eastarn shore of the United States. They 
wanted an unpopulated area with soft sand and, more 

important, steady winds. They wrote to the United States 
Weather Dureau for aclvice and were directeel to the sancl 

clune region near Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. There, late 
in 1900, the brothers completed their first glider 
flight \Vi th a man aboarcl. Vlilbur was the pilot, proving 

(8) 
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only that man could glide through the air. The more important 

question remained unanswered: could man fly th:vought the atr'? 

For three more yeo.:cs the Wrigh ts worked to improve ( 9) 
their glider, paying particular attention to its cont:r·ols and 
to the shape of the wings, they made important irnproveınents 
in flight contJ:'ol. Orville then de$igned an eng"Lne which 
they built and mounted on the glider to produce flying 
power. They also experimented with various desipns for the 
all-important propellers. 

Samuel P. Langley of the Smithsonian Insti tu tion in (lO) 
Washington, D.C., had been working on the construction of 
a man-carrying airplane which he called the Aerodrome. In 
1903 he suffered hvo disastrous f'ailures when he attempted 
to catapult his plane into the air from a boat on the 
Potamac River near Washington, D.C. His second unsuccessful 

attempt had taken place on December 6, 1903. 

A. Choose the most appropriate answer refering to 
paragraphs in the texto 

ı. Paragraph l presents: 

a. Names of same early pioneers in flight 
b. The profession of the Wright brothers' father 
c. rrhe ic;norance of the ir letter by the governınent. 
d. The entGrprise of governınent ofıicıals in Washington D~C. 

2. Paragraph 2: It was successfully done through years of 
study, experünent, and hard work. 

It refers to: 

a. accident b. revolution c. research d.invention 



3. :Paragraph 3 provides: 

a. The reason why Orville was the i'irst man to f'ly. 
b. The name of their bicycle shop. 

c. The main difference between Orville's and Wilbur's 
personalities. 

d. The profession of their father. 

4. The eo.rliest conto.ct with the dream of flight made 
real because: 

5. 

a. they were the first builders of aeroplane. 

b. their father gave them a toy helicopter. 

c. the flying macl1ine was so complicated that they 

could apart them hardly. 

d. the situation helped to study lifting and d:cj.fting 

of the birds' wings. 

Paragraph 5: The boys studied the tay, to ok it apart, 
the n it. 
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a. picked to pieces b. broke c. imı-ıroved d. carried · 

6. Paragraph 5: They began to explore other objects. 

a. technical b. physical c. flying d. trembling 

7. In which po.ragraph is their bicycle shop irıtrocluced? 

a. Paragraph 3 
c. P~J.ro.c;raph 7 

b. Paragraph 5 
d. Paragraph 6 

8. In vrhich paragraph is the reason for Ki tty Hmvk, North 

Carolina, being chosen as the si te i'or the w-right 

brother's test flights given? 

a. Paragraph 5 
c. Paragraph 4 

b. Paragraph 8 

d. Paragraph 9 

9. Paragraph 10: Samuel P. Langley had failed when he a ttemped 
to his plane into the air. 

a. repair b. launch c. repel d. fo re bocl.e 
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lO. Aerodrome means 

a. the name of Wright b ro the rs 1 airplane. 
b. the name of place where Samuel P, Langley attempted 

to fly. 
c. the name of the boat where sailed on the Potoma c Ri ver. 
d. the name of Samuel P. Langley' s airplane. 

E. Choose the best word to fill in the gaps in this 
passage. 

In 1903, the Wrights worked to ll the ir g;lider, 
paying particuıar attention to its control and to the 12 

of the wines. They nwde important improvements in flight 

13 Orville 14 an engine which they built and 
mounted on the glider to produce flying power. They alsa 

15 with various designs for the all-important propellers. 

The strange new aircraft 16 took shape. They 
worked intheyard of their little bicycle 17 • At the 

same time_, the scientific world vvas cominc; to the conclusion 

that -=1.:::.8_ in he6vier-than-air machines seemed impossible. 
There had been many failıJres of powered f'light experiments, 

arıd 19 vrere saying that such flights just could not 
be 20 

ll. a. i-::ıprove b. dealine c. incorporate d. magnify 

12. a. model l). colour c. length d. slıape 

13. a. de ek ı. u. control c. re c ord d. ra ce 

14. a. cracked b. designeel c. moved. d. gained 

15. a. flevr b. taught c • journeyed d. experimented 

16. a. fairly b. scraggly c. gradually cL quadrennially 

17. a. st o re b. fa ir c. shop d. exlübi tion 

18. a. flight b. plorıe c. engin e d. ı.·ro:;.eller 

19. a. gaffer b. flier c. inventors d. scj_entists 

20. a. stopped b. rırogressed c. done d. r;oarched 
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O. Write whether the fallawing statements are true 
or false. If it is true, mark 11 a", if it is false mark "brr. 

( ) 21. Many people said a heavier-than-air flying machine 
wacı possible. 

( ) 22. The brothers were the first to discover the seeret 
of air travel. 

( ) 23. In pı:n~ngraph 7, explains that the brotlıers opened 

a bicycle [::ıhop in Dayton, but they were pr:imarily 
interestad in flight experiments. 

( ) 24. They decided to start their studies with motorless 
glj_ders. 

) 25. In paragraph 6, such studies helped to overcome their 

lack of formal technical education means that they 
found the money they rıeeded fır;om ee.rliest studies 

and techrıical schools. 

( ) 26. Samuel P. Langley achieved the first 11 aerodrome orı 

December 6, 1903. 

( ) 27. The vvord urıpopulated area means tho place where 

there are very few people. 

( ) 28. They lived in Dayton, Ohio, v/here they ma de and 

sold bicycles. 

) 29. Defore the first controllsd and sustained flight, 

they had learned how to stay up in the air for 

long periods in their gliders. 

( ) 30. In parac;raph B, they built a crude craft and ••.•• 
means they studied on a draft plane with their 

brother. 

Prepared lıy Ömür ELD~UER 
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APPENDIX C (CONTINUED) 

TEST NO: 2 

Tiead the text carefully 

rNm V/BI GHT J3ROTHERS ( 2 ) 
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Date: 

The Wright brothers, both now over 30 years old, (ı) 

were not discot~aged by these mishaps. Their experiments 
had taught them the basic principles of flight that 

trained scientific minds had failed to find. So once again 
the brothers returned to the sand hills at Kitty Hawk this 

time in the r:üdc1le of wüıter. The date was December 17,1903. 

Their flying nıachine, made of pieces oJ:' wood and 
cloth, loolced to o fı'agile to fly. Wi th Orville at the 
controls, the pionee~ plane moved down a track, was 

catapulted into the air, and flew for twelve seconds. 
It was the :f'irst controllsd sustained flight of an 
airplane. 

Though they hr.:ıd ~onquered the air, the Vfrj.ghts 
still had to conquer the public's disbelief-the refusal 

of people to agree that a successful flight hsd been made. 
So the b~others returneel to Ohio and continued with their 

experiments, inıp.roving the ir airJılane and testing it ne ar 

their hooe in Daytnn. They sent letter after letter to 
gove.rnment officials, bııt the news of the ir invention vvas 
either ignored or caused only little inte.rest. 

( 2) 

( 3 ) 

By the end of 1904, they could keep the airplane up (4) 
for five minutes and fly conıplete circles. On October 

5, 1905, in Dayton, Ohio, they flew 24 miles in 38 minutes

as far aı::.d as long as the gasoline supply would allo'/l. 

Certain that they had the Plyer perfected, the Wright 
brothers were granted a patent for the ir i11. vontion in 
1906. They formed the Wright Company to manufactv.re aircraft 
and they began at Ithat time to seek a market. 
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By 1908 the Wrights had gained worldwide fame. '.'Jlıile ( 5) 
Wilbur was in France dazzling European audiences with 
flying demonstrations, Orville was conducting a series of 
flights before United States government officials at 
Fort Myer, Vircinia. As a result of theae demonstrations, 
the United States pu.rchased its first military aircraft, 
a Wric;ht machine, for a cost of $25.000, and licenses were 
granted to firms abroad for the manufacture of the '!!rip.;ht 
brothers' aircraft. 

Wilbur and Orville never lo st the ir modesty when 
honors w ere showere d up on the m. They paid li tt le attention 
to the medals and ribbons which they received from scientific 
societies, and again and again, they refused to mak e public 
speeches. The ir unvvillingness to s pea k out in public vras 

emphasized by Wilbur whi:m he cornmented. " I know of only 
one bird, the parrot, that talks, and the parrat cannot 
fly very high." 

For Wilbur there w ere to be only a fe1v short years 
of success. In May 1912, at the age of !45, he die d of 
typhoid fever. His death mark ed the en d of one of the 
greatest inventive partnerships in history. 

(6) 

(7) 

Though Orville continued to work in avüı tion for ( 8) 
several ye~:ı.rs more, his heart was no longer in it. lle flew 
a plane for the last time in 1918. He retired from his 
company and lived quietly at his home in Dayton. 

Also contributing to Orville's withdrawal from 
public life was his unhappiness with legal disputes with 
fellovv- avia tion pioneer Glenn Harrunond Curtiss aris inf! over 
the patent rir::hts which the r!right Company hel~ on aircraft 
design. He also felt the United States government slighted 
his and \'/il bur' s achievements ivhen, in 1914, the Smithsonian 
l\fuseüm placed on d is play Samuel Langley' s Aerodrome, which 
had been built but not flown in 1903, with the notice that 
it vras the first heavier-than-air-machine "capable 11 of 
flir;ht. 'mıen la ter invited by the Smithsonian to place the 
Kitty Hawk Flyer on display Orville declined, and instead 

sent it to the Science Museum at South Kensington, England. 

(9) 



In 1943, at the request of President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt, Orville asked that the. pJıane be returned 
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to be put on permanant e;:hibit at the Smithsonian. Orville, 
hoıvever, never sa-vv the J.isplay. On January 30, 1948, he 
died at the age of 77. The fallawing December 17, exactly 
45 years after the first flight, the Flyer was placed on 
permanant e~1ibition. 

A. Choose the most correct answer referring to 
paragraphs in the text. 

ı . . Paragraph 4 explains primarily 

a. the reason of Samuel Langley's mistake 
b. the first controlled and sustairıed flight of an 

airplane. 

c. the first successful manned glider fli.ghts raund 
the world. 

d. the first flight in a balloon, travelling 5 miles 

over Ki tty Hawk. 

2. Orville and Wilbur Wright make the first engine 
____ , heavier-than-air flight at Kitty Hawk, North 

Carolina. 

a. gabled b. propel le d c. powered d. modelled 

3. The of the air had been tried by many 
scientists and inventors before the vVright brothers. But 

only they achieved it. 

(lO) 

a. invention b. experiment c. innovation d. conquest 

4. In which Jıaragraph is expressing the distance of the 

first flight? 

a. Paragraph 5 

c. Parar;raph 4 
b. Paragraph 7 
d. Paragraph 9 

5. Wilbur died when he was 45 years old, but Orville 
until the age of 77. 

a. died b. decided c. flew d. lived 
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6. The price which the United States government pnid for 
i ts first aircraft is i.ntroduced irı: 

a. Paragraph 5 b. Paragraph 6 
o. Paragraph 9 d. Parar;raph lO 

7. The da te of Orville's la st :flight w as in 

a. 1912 b. 1914 c. 1943 d. 1918 

8. Orville w as unhappy w:ith the legal arising 
over patent rights. 

a. di.sagreement b. union c. warfare d. combat 

9. Orvil1e retired from aviation and 
life after 1918. 

from public 

a. escaped b. withdrew c. returned d. saved 

10. In 1943: 

a. Presic3.ent lPrarıklin Roosevel t o:ffered to put the 
plane on permanent exhibition. 

b. Orville had compla in ed a bout puttine~ the plan e 

on permanant exhibition before he died. 

c. President Franklin Roosevelt and Orville participated 

the opening ceremony of the permanant e~ıibition. 

d. Orville died at the age of 77 without seeinG the 

permanant exhibition. 

B. Choose the best word to fill in the gaps in the 
paragraphs: 

Kitty Hawk is in the state of ll Carolina, in the 

U.S.A., on the Atlantic 12 • On the morning of 17 December 

1903, it \Vas very cold. A 13 wind 14 in fror::ı. the sea. 
Two brothers 15 a strange 16 across the sand. A fe>v 
fishernıen 17 thenı. The brothers were Orville and \Iilbur 

Vıfright. 

The \Yrights hoped that it would fly through the 
18 under i ts ovm 1~ • The machine on the sand at 

Ki_tty Hawk was not a 20 
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ll. a. North b. East c. W e st d. South 
12. a. coast b. region c. part d. border 
13. a. blowing b. frigtening c. drizz1ing d. i'reezing 
14. a. vvent b. crossed c. leaned d. bl e w 
15. a. caught b. design ed c. suffocated d. pushed 
16. a. animal b. ma ch ine c. bird d. ki te 
17. a. lcilled b. watched c. followed d. declaiı~ed 

18. a. oc ean b. so il c. air d. earth 
19. a. power b. pressure c. gravity d. vvaterpower 
20. a. motor b. machine c. engin e d. rıropeller 

c. Yvri te vvhether the fol1owing statements o. re true 
or false. If' it j_s true, mark ıı 8 ıı, if it is fal se mark 11 lı 11 o 

( ) 21. rrhe V/right Brothers determined to fly the 

p1ane before Christmas, December 17, 1903. 

( ) 22. The maclıine on the sand that morning vvas specia1 
because it was the Vvrights 1 first gl ider. 

( ) 23. Before l7th December 1903, the Wrights had only 
made bj_cycles. 

( ) 24. In. paragraph 9, the da te of Orville 1 s last i'1ight 

is given. 

( ) 25. Orvi1le rejected Smithsonian Musetun 1 s propo.sa1 to 
display their machine because of the goverrtment's 

mistak e and sent it to the Scieııce Museum in England. 

( ) 26. The pr:Lnc iples of human flight was d iscovered . by 

the Wd.ght Brothers. 

( ) ?.7. ~2he name of the Wright Brother 1 s plane is c all ed Flyer. 

( ) 28. They founded the Vlright Company to ma.rıufacture 

aircraft in 1903. 

( ) 29. Their invention was ignored by the t;overnment 

till 1908. 

( ) 30. Observers fronı the U. S. government watched the ir 

first flight. 

Prepared by ümür ET.mımn 
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APPENDIX C (CONTINUED) 
TEST NO: 3 

Read the text carefully 

SAl':IUEL P. LANGLEY 
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Date: 

Sarrıuel P. Langley was a respected physicist, as (1) 

well as at1 early pioneer in aviation. He was born August 
22, 1834, in Roxbury, Massachusetts, near Boston. He 
became interested in experimental science early in his 
life, b1ülding a telescope as a boy -vvi th his brother and 

making astronomical observations. His formal eduoation 
ended wi th his graduation from the Bostan fiigh School 
in 1851. 

He worked in an architectural offtce in Bostan and (2) 

at Harvard College, and in 1864 and 1865 he visited 
observatories and research centers in Europe with his 
brother. In 1866 he became an assistant professor of 
mathematisc at the United States Naval Academy, vvhere he 
had charge of a sma11 observatory. The next year he became 
professor of physics and astronomy at the Western University 
of Pennyslvania. In 1889 he was elected secretary of the 

Smithsonian Institution, the national museunı and center 
for research in Washington, D.C. He held this position 
until his death. 

Langley began studies on heavier-than-air flight in 
Pennsylvania; and he continued these studies at the 
Smithsonian Institutiono After studying the source of 
power in bird flight, he constructed steam-powered models 
which flew successfully and attracted considerable 

attention. The Smithsonian awarded him ,350.000 for the 
construction of a full-size passenger-carrying machine, 

or aerodrome, as Langley called it. A quarter-size model, 
equipped with a water-cooled gasoline engine was flown 

successfully, but the full-size machine, catapulted from 

( 3) . 
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houseboat on the Potamac River October 8, 1903, and again 

on December 8, failed both times. Discouraged by rıe-vvspaper 
criticism, public misunderstandirıg, and lack of funds for 
further experiments, Langley discontinued.his work in 
aeronautics. 

A. Ohoose the correct answer. 

ı. Langley's formal education e nd ed with graduation 
from .. 

a. elemantary school b. middle school 
c. high·school d. university 

2. He vvorked as a prof es sor of 

a. mathematics, physics, and astronomy. 
b. chemistry, physics, and aeronautics. 

c. engineering, scierıce, and medicine. 
d. architecture, astrology, and philosophy. 

3. Langley's aerodrome was 

a. gasoline-powered 
b. helium-powered 

c. steam-powered 
d. electrically powered 

4. Langley received ,350.000 for the construction of a 
passenger-carrying aerodrome from the 

a. Smithsonian Institution 
b. United States government 
c. Western University of Pennsylvania 
d. United States Naval Academy. 

5. Langley's passenger-carrying aerodrome was 

a. praised b. airborne c. failure d. sunk 

6. Taday Langley's contribution to aviation is 

a. condemned b. forgotten c. recognized d. dismissed 



7. Samuel Langley built a 

when he was a boy. 
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to make observations 

a. binoculars b. airodrome c •. balloon d. telescope 

B. In the last sentence of Paragraph 3, the scientist 

a. vvas encouraged by rıewspaper criticism and public 
understanding. 

b. never met public interests and funds for ft~ther 
studies. 

c. endured his experiments under hard conditions. 

d. discarded his aerodrome to exhibit the putlic. 

9. Ihs vvater-cooled gasoline engine was but he 
suffered failures when he attemped to catapult his 
plane. 

a. suc c essful-tvvo b. un successful-a lot of 
c. tripping-twice d. ineffective-a J:ew 

ıo. He flew an unmanned powered model of an airplane. 

a. engin e b. w i nd c. s team d. helium 

B. Choose the best word to put in the gaps in the 

paragraph. 

In 1914, eight yearsafter Langley's ll , several 

12 were 13 in his 11 14 11 machine, and it was 
15 at Hammondsport, N.Y., by Gleen H~ Curtiss. The 

United States Navy 16 Langley by 17 its first 
18 carrier 19 him. An Air Force Base 20 

Virginia is also named after him. 

ll. a. death b. born c. illness d. operation 

12. a. exhibitions b. changes c. attention 
c. flown 

d. observations 
d. published 13. a. 

14. a. 

operated 
flying 

15. a. flovvn 
16. a. punished 
17. a. naming 
18. a. balloon 

19. a. bef'ore 

20. a. at 

b. made 
b. electrical c. aerodynamic d. · aerodrome 

b. crashed c. hijahked d. burnt 
b. prohibited c. honoured 
b. carrying c. sabotaging 
b. aircraft 
b. then 

b. on 

c. wings 
c. because 

c. in 

d. discouraged 
d. keeping 
'd. propellers 

d. after 

d. below 
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O. V/ri te whether the following st!:ltements are ~ or 
false refering to paragraphs in the text. (T)~ 11 a 11 (F)___,. "b". 

( ) 21. Samuel P. Langley had failed when he attemped to 
catapult his plane into the air. 

( ) 22. Samuel P. Langley is a Brazilian inventor who 
makes the first successful manned glider flights. 

( ) 23. His formal education ended with his graduation 
from the university in Bostan. 

( ) 24. Samuel P. Langley is an American scientist who 
designs first aerodrome. 

( ) 25. He flew an unmanned steam powered model of an 
airplane. 

( ) 26. He was also a philosopher who studied the 
phenomenon of flight. 

( ) 27. His "aerodrome" machine was aviated by G. 
Ourtiss. 

( ) 28. His brother was also interested in aeronautics. 

( . ) 29 •. Samuel P. Langley was the c ha irma n of Smithsonian 
Institution until his death. 

( ) 30. In 1903, his machine was flovm on the Potamac 
Ri ver. 

Prepared by·ömür EM:ENER 
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. . APPENDIX C (CONTINUED) 

TEST NO: 4 

Read the text carefully 

AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 

Date: 

Another aspect of technological advance is the 
comrnercial aircraft itself. A major brealethrough in civil 
aviation occurred in the 1950s with the introduction of 
large jet-powered aircraft, which soon replaced most of 
the post-World War II aircraft on most of the air routes 
areund the world. In October of 1955 Pan American World 
Airways erdered forty-five jet transports-twenty-five 
DC-Ss from Douglas and twenty Boeing 707s. The first 
round of jet orders was sparked by this move, and the jet 
race was on. The Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8, along with 
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(1) 

the BAC VC-10, becam.e the transcontinental or intercontinental 
carriers. Each was capable of carrying one hundred to one 
hundred eighty pas"sengers for distances of four thousand to 
five thousand miles, non-stop, at speeds of five hundred to 
five hundred fifty m.p.h. The early 1960s brought sınaller 
jet aircraft with two or three engines, such as the 
Boeing 727 and 737, Douglas DC-9, and BAC-111, for intercity 
service. These planes could economically handle fifty to 
one hundred passengers at about the same speedso 

In the 1970s the world saw the advent of the jumbo (2) 
jets-the Boeing 747, Lockheed L-1011, and the McDonnell 
Douglas DC-10. These large airplanes are designed to carry 
between three hundred fifty and four hundred ninety 
passengers. Vfuile the passengers on these planes enjoy 
a spacious-if not luxurious-ride above the weather, their 
pilots enjoy the ease, cpmfort, and safety of a sophisticated, 
computerized, fully instrumented cockpi~. But the advances 
do not stop thereo 
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A supersonic transport capable of flying faster than (3) 
the speed of sound was flight.-tested in early 1970. The 
British-French Concorde and Soviet TU-144, both capable of 
Mach 2 (a maximum speed of about one thousand two hundred 
m.p.h.), are presently the world's only two supersonic 
transporta (SSTs). (Development of the American SST was 
discontinued because of environmental and political 
questions.) The Soviet Union's trouble-plagued supersonic 
airliner-some six years behind schedule-began regular 
passenger service in November 1977 on ı:ı. 2500-mile run 
between 1\ıToscovv and Alma Ata, the capital of Soviet Kazakhstan. 

The Air France/British Airways Concorde has regular trans
Atlantic service from Paris and London to New York and 
Washington, D.C. It takes the plane less than four hours 
to make the trip-barely enough time for the passengers to 

finish the splendid meal they are served. 

Throughout the years of development of instrument (4) 
flying, numerous changes have taken place in aircraft, 
radio aids, instrumentation, and procedures. Slow flying, 
poorly instrumentad aircraft have gradually given way to 
high performanca jet aircraft with precision devices. New 

instrument flying procedures have been put into effect, 
and more efficient air traffic control service methods 
are being used. Flying by instruments, at one time canaid
ered impossible, is now a requirement for all commercial 
pilots and an integral part of air traffic control. 

Anather significarıt development in modern aviation (5) 
is the emergence of women as pilots and air traffic 
corıtrollers. With very ~ew exceptions, commercial pilots 
and air traffic controllers have traditionally been men. 
This is rapidly alıangingo In the late l970s about a dozen 
women are pilots for major commercial airlines in the 
United States. In most cases they are second officers or 
flight engineers. It is simply a matter of time until they 
will advance to the rank of first officer and then to the 
captain's seat. It is already commonplace to hear a woman•s 
voice from air traffic control. The entrance of women into 
these occupations is significant, both for society and for 

the industry. 
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A. Choose the best atternative. 

ı. Paragraph 1: A major breakthrough occured in the l950s 
with the introduction of aircraft. 

a. jet transport 
c. j et-powered 

b. jet 
d. propeller 

2. In October of 1955 Pan American World Airvvays have 
started flights with jet aircraft. 

a. international 
c. interceptor 

b. transpoles 
d. transcontinental 

3. Vfuich item does not refer to Boeing 747, Lockheed 
L-1011, and the McDonnell Douglas DC-10? 

a. They carry three hundred fifty and :t'our hundred 
ninety passengers. 

b. They are comfert and their safety itı rather 
complicated and reliable. 

c. Their cohkpit instruments are fully computerized. 
d. They are the most advanced aircraft·that they 

have been built. 

4. "Supersonic 11 means that the plane flies 

a. all over the world c. noisly 
b. faster than sound d. better 

5. The Boeip;g 727 and 737, Douglos DC-9, and BAC-lll are 
used for service. 

a. conıputerized c. intercity 
b. international d. inte~continental 

6. To i:'ly from Paris to Washington by Concorde takes 

a. a plenty of time 
b. more than four hours 
c. enough time for the passengers tb fiıüsh their meals 
d. less than fours hours 



7• In parag~aph 4, Instrument Flying means: 

a. the flying, landj_ng, or navigating of' an aircraf't 
by means of instruments, rather than by visual 
observation of the ground. 

b. law freguency radio ranges which are still used 
in many parts of the world. 

c. a station from vihich a light, electronic signal 
is sent out to guide or orient an airplane. 

d. the application of technical advances to air 
traffic control service. 

8. The word computerized explains: 

a. an instrument which displays magnetic heading 
information 

b. a device which determines aircraft's altitude 
above the earth's surface. 

c. an electroıüc device which provides information 
or data to aircraft in flight. 

d. a maclüne which electronically provides rapid 
solutions to simple or complex calculations. 
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9. A service which provides for the purpose of preventing 
collisions or obstructions between aircraft and the 

expediting and maintaining of an orderly flow of air 

traffic exp1ains the word • 

a. Air Traffic Control service 
b. Supersonic Transport service 
c. Instrwnent Landing system 
d. Automated Radar System 

lO.In paragraph 5, the author implies that 

a. the ehtrance of women into aViation is admirable. 
b. the commercial pilots and air traffic controllers 

have been educated by women. 
c. to hear a woman's voice from air traffic control 

is still unfamiliar. 

d. the functions of women pilots for major cornmercial 

airlines are changing. 
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13. Choose the best word to put in the gaps in the 
passage. 

AB early as 1925 we saw the ll electronic 
navigation 12 - a simple radio beacon. In other 

words, the pilot could 13 between statiorıs. In 1927, 
when the first 14 was to be made by a United States 
Army plane from San Francisco to the Hawaiian Islands, 
a newly 15 radio range was built and two installations 

were made. The beams from these two stations were 
toward each other. Although the transmitters worked 
satisfactorily, the 17 were not always 18 

16 

• 
This project showed the possibility of such a 19 

By the early 1930s, however,. 20 had progressed 
we saw the introdu.ction of' lightweight radio. 

and 

ll. a. advanced b. unique c. ureliable d.-, first 
12. a. aid b. k id c. instruments d. objects 
13. a. see b. indicate c. navigate d. frustrate 
14. a. freight b. contact c. c all d. flight 
15. a. developed b. d iscovered c. adopted d. designated 
16. a. direct ed b. missed c. overcam e d. embarked 
17. a. po in ts b. remarks c. signals d. signs 

18. a. carried b. started c. received d. included 
19. a. organization b. system c. schedule d. instrument 

20. a. astronomy b. mathematics c. education d. technology 

C. Write whether the following statements are true 
or false refering to the text. (T)-+ 11 a 11 (F)--+ 11 b 11 

( ) 21. An aircratf which travels at a speed greater than 

the speed of light is cal1ed supersonic Transporto 

( ) 22. An instrument which uses graduated dia1s with 
sca1es for so1ving time, distance, speed, 
altitude, airspeed, fuel consumption is ca11ed 

computer. 
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( ) 23. The increasing number of air travellers in the 
1970s necessitated development of the jumbo jets. 

( ) 24. The Lockheed L..lOll and McDonnell Douglas DG-10 
were built for this purpose. 

( ) 25. These huge planes are designed to carry 350 -
400 passengers. 

( ) 26o Taday, they have become familiar sights at the 

world's major airports. 

( ) 27. Manuevering of an aircraft according to a 

standart manner so that air traffic can be 
controlled in an orderly way. This explanation 
defines flying procedures. 

( ) 28. The application of science and technical advances 
to commercial aviation industry is c all ed 
Aviation Technology. 

( ) 29. The first flight from Paris or London to Argentina 
in $:upersonic Ooncorde jet can· .not be known 
according to. this text. 

( ) 30. Flying by instruments means to assing the control 

to computer in the cockpit. 

Prepared by ömür EMENER 
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APPENDlX D 
TEST -1 

·--- --· ---------
GROUP A GROUP B 

lnteractive Method Structural Method 
---· 

Ss. A. Multiple- B Cloze C.True- Total A.Multiple- B Cloze C True -
No Choice Test Fal se Choice Test Fulse 

Test lt em Test lt em 1---- ----__ " _____ -----· 1---·--·--·-------- ·-
1 6 4 8 18 4 3 5 

ı---- ---- --·-·------ --·- ------r----- ----
2 7 5 10 22 7 4 4 

--
3 3 3 7 13 6 3 5 

--
.4 6 7 6 19 4 4 5· 

--- -· 

5 9 7 10 26 8 1 4 
- ·-- ·---- --- ----

6 8 6 9 23 6 3 7 
r----- --- ------

7 7 5 8 20 2 3 5 
t------ı----·-----~·------ ... _ ------ r· 

8 5 6 8 19 7 4 3 
r---·- - - - r----

9 9 7 9 25 6 3 2 
1----- .. _ --·-- -----------· 

10 8 7 8 23 7 3 4 
r---·-r------- ----· t--------· t-· 

11 7 5 9 21 3 3 6 
r-----r---- .. _______ 

ı-------· ----
12 8 9 7 24 4 1 4 

---1-·------------ ----- --·-· 
13 10 6 9 25 9 3 4 

r---- -------- --···--- --------- -
14 9 5 8 22 3 2 6 

- . 

15 7 4 8 19 3 - 4 
r-----f---· 

16 9 7 9 25 6 3 5 
f--· 

17 5 3 8 16 4 2 6 
.. ---------- --- -

18 6 7 7 20 4 3 7 

19 9 7 10 26 5 3 2 
f---

_____ ... ---·--- -------· ı----· .. 

20 10 7 9 26 5 4 5 
ı-----r----· 1---- ------!-'----

yhi 148 117 167 103 55 93 

yh 432 251 

y 683 

--
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Total 

12 

15 

4 

13 

13 

16 

10 

14 

11 

14 

12 

9 

16 

11 

7 

14 

12 

14 

10 

14 
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TABLE 2 TEST- 2 

.---.----------------------.--__:..--------------, 
GROUP A GROUP B 

Structural Method lnteractive Method 

Ss. A.Multiple B.Cioze C.True - Total A.Multiple B.Cloze C.True- Total 
No Choice Test False Choice Test False 

~----
Test ltem Test ltem -----f--·-·---+----lf---- !---'-=-=·-----------'----ı----ı 

1 4 3 5 6 9 24 
1-----+-----+--·---+--···---ır---- -

2 6 4 4 7 7 22 
---

3 3 4 5 6 B 29 
-

4 4 2 5 3 5 14 
---· 

5 6 5 8 B lO 25 
1----t--·-·-1------+------- ... __ ·------

6 3 7 7 4 20 
1----+--·-·---+---------- --- f-----·---l------·-1--------+----1 

7 7 6 4 17 10 7 B 25 
1----1-----1-·------·----r----j------+--·-- ----·--1------.1 

8 5 5 6 16 7 5 9 21 
1----r----·--t------·- __ . __ -----ı---·-- -----------l----1 

9 8 4 3 15 5 4 9 18 
1--·- --------- ------- --· -- ·1------- ------

10 4 3 7 14 7 4 5 16 
1----ı-------·-- --·-·-·---1-----ı----·-- ·------1----·-· 

11 6 2 4 12 8 4 7 19 
1-·---t--.. --- --------·--·-·- .... ---·--+----- - 1-· 

12 7 4 8 19 5 6 19 
t----·r-... -.. - .. --- ·--·------ -·----· ---·- ·---------- ---------JI------J 

13 6 3 2 11 10 6 9 25 

14 8 4 3 15 9 8 8 25 
--ı----ı--·-·--- ------ ·--'---·----·t---·1--- ----

15 9 8 4 21 7 4 9 20 
--

16 6 3 6 15 8 5 6 19 
-

17 7 2 4 13 7 4 8 19 
1---- ------.. --------------·-·- ------ ---- --------li-----1 

18 4 1 5 10 6 6 9 21 
ı-------------------·-·----------------.. ·-------{-----.1 

19 5 3 2 10 9 7 10 26 
1--·- ---·--·· ----------+--·-- ------ ---- -----+------t----1 

20 4 2 4 10 7 6 21 

112 68 96 156 112 154 

422 

y 698 
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TEST-3 

GROUPA GROUP B 
lnteractive Method Structural Method 

Ss. A.Multiple - B.Cioze C.True- Total A.Multiple - B.Cioze C.True - Total 
No C ho ice Test False C ho ice Test False 

Test lt em Test lt em 

1 8 4 9 21 7 4 5 16 

2 9 6 8 23 4 2 4 10 

3 7 7 8 22 6 5 3 14 

4 8 4 7 19 3 6 4 13 

5 10 7 9 26 7 B 6 21 
·---- 1 

6 6 5 9 20 5 6 5 16 

7 7 8 7 22 6 4 5 15 
1--·-----

8 8 6 7 21 7 2 6 15 
----

9 10 6 8 24 7 5 5 17 
- -

10. 9. 7 9 25 4 3 3 10 
- f----

11' 8 7 10 . 25 :6 4 7 17 
--· - f---·· 

12 7 6 8 21 3 5 6 14 

13 6 4 9 19 5 5 3 13 
----· ----

14 8 7 8 23 7 4 5 16 
·-

15 7 5 8 21 8 3 3 14 

16 9 8 10 27 4 2 5 11 

17 7 7 8 22 7 5 4 16 
-

18 6 6 7 19 5 4 6 15 

19 7 8 9 24 6 5 6 17 
-

20 9 7 9 25 6 4 3 13 

yhi 156 125 167 113 86 94 

yh 448 293 

y 741 
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TEST- 4 

GROUP A GROUP B 
Structural Method lnteractive Method 

Ss. A.Multiple- B.Cloze C. True- Total A.Multiple- B.Cloze C .True- Total 
No Cheice Test False Ch o ice Test Fal se 

Test ltem Test lt em 

1 6 4 3 13 7 6 8 21 

2 4 3 4 11 8 7 9 24 

3 7 4 4 15 10 6 8 24 

4 3 1 5 9 6 4 7 17 

5 4 3 5 12 7 6 10 23 

6 6 2 7 15 8 6 9 23 

7 4 4 3 11 8 7 9 24 
-

8 7 5 4 16 10 7 9 26 

9 6 3 2 11 9 7 8 24 
e-- -

10 3 4 6 13 6 6· 1 19 
··-

11 4 1 5 10 8 8 9 25 
---- -----f-----

12 7 2 6 15 7 6 8 21 

13 6 7 4 17 6 6 7 19 
··- -----

14 5 4 5 14 7 7 9 23 

15 4 3 4 11 4 6 5 15 
-

16 5 5 6 16 9 6 7 22 

17 4 3 4 11 9 7 10 26 
-

ıs 7 2 5 14 8 6 7 21 

19 8 4 6 18 7 4 7 18 

20 4 5 4 13 9 6 8 23 

yhi 104 69 92 153 124 161 

V h 265 438 

V 703 
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· APPENDIX E 

The data, basic quantities and calculations used in this 
study. 

DATA .. 
20 

Nh = 60 

N = 120 

BASIC QUANTITIES 

A = L 
h 

= L_ 
h 

c 

~ 
i 

L: 
i 

Xh2 

Nh 

N 

CAI,CULATIONS 

~ y 2 hi 
o<.. 

Y
2hi 

n hi 

A- Calc.ulation of the Addition of Squares: 
1) Addition of squares between main groups: 
2) Addi tion of squares between sub-grcups 
3) Addition of squares within sub-groups 
4) Addition of total squares 

B- _Identifying the Degree:'of Freedom: 
a) For the addition of squares between groups 

B2-c 
Bı -B2 
A-B1 
A-C 

b) For the addition of squares between sub-groups: 
c) For the addition of squares within sub-groups 
d) For the addition of total squares 

H-1 

.K-H 
N-K 
N-1 



C- Calculation of the Mean Squares 

1) Mean squares between groups : sH2 = B2-c 
H-1 

2) Mean squares between sub-groups SB 
2 Bl -B2 -

K-H 

3) ~.l['ean squares wi thin sub-groups s 2 A-B1 = w 
N-K 

D. 'Calculation of the estimated value: 

s2 
H F = 

E. Null hypothesis and testing 

If null hypothesis.is rejected at the level of 0.05 
canfidence level, there is a significant difference bet
ween the groups. So, Fo. 05 must be equal to H-1, N-K .( F. 

122 
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APPENDIX E (CÖNTINUED) 

F .- Ratio ~able For 

The Analysis of Variance in This Study 
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APPENDIX F 

Sample Reading Materials 

EXERCISE I 

WRITE BEFORE YOU READ. Writ~ what you understand from the 
first sentence of the text. 

"Landing is by far the most dangerous part of the flight". 
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I AoANTICIPATION EXEHCISES. Before you read the passage, s kim tJıe 

following paragrz3.phs and answer the questions below. Discuss 
your answers with your teachers and friends before readine. 

Paragranh 1 

- What is the topic sentence of this paragraph? 

Parap:raph 3 

- V/hich device helps us to get information about the crarı:res? 

- Whtı.t is the impo:::-t~ı.n.ce of black box? 

Pare,graoh .2. 

- V1hnt do pilots think of black box? \Trıy? 

~ıat is the solution aganist this thnupht? 

Para12'ranh 8 

How many British Airline planes were hit by birds in 1975? 

B. 1l/hich of the word s beloın are use d in paragraphs 9 and lO ? 

average 
middle 
air 
details 
c har ge 
large 

II REPID THE TEXT 

safety 
unique 
information 
hit 
generally 
bir ds 
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III. SCAliiT\fHTG FOR ]'ACTS. Find the following information in the 
reading passage. Give the number (s) of the paraer~~b(s) 
which Eive(s) the cnrrect topics. 

Topic 

a) An e lee t::.~onic devlee •.c.rh ich collets 
and stores informrction about the 
aircraft during its flir:hto 

b) An e.irlir:ıe has completely truhtful 
about giving its own flights. 

c) The averar:e air accidents. 

d) Black box is cleared itself. 

Parar-;raph(s) 

e) The place of the box in the 
aircraft. 

-------------·---

IV. ORGANIZATION. Arranr.;e the general topic s in the list belovv in 
the order in ~ıich they are written in the rending text. 

_A. Eirds can cause crashes 
___ Bo All speech in the cockpit is recorded 
___ Co The resistence of tbe box is very strong 
__ D .. Pilots are responsible for the most accidents. 
_E .. Crashes happen during landing 
___:...F• Black box rerninds the pilot of captivity. 

Vo CHECKING TEE lilEAHIIW. Find the paragraph in vrhich the fallawing 
sentencas or statements occur. Explain the meaning of the items 

in your own words. 

_"Accidents in the mj_ddle pe.rt of the flip:ht": 
_"infnrmation about every flight": 
_"An horrest airline is a safe one": 
_"Spies in the cockpit": 
_"an accident-free year": 
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How safe? 

Landing is by far the most dangerous part of the flight. (1) 
In some ye1rs, U? to 87 per cent of crashes happened during landing. 
And almost ab~rays more than half the crashes happen areund that 
time. About nnother third of crashes happen during take-off. 

Accidents in the middle part of the flight are never more (2) 
than ı in ıo. 

Most accidents are caused by a ~ilot's mistake. Passenger (3) 
planes now have a "blacl{ box", which records information about 
every flight. The "black box" (in fact it's red !)records time, 
speed, directian and height. 

Itl~s normally in the tail, which survives best in a crash. (4) 
The box can survive fire of over 1000°0 and being under water for 
over a month. 

And all conversation in the cockpit is alsa recorffed. PiJ.ots (5) 

were worried about them as "spies in the cockpit'', so the recardinps 
are cleared every thirty minutes. And they a~e only played back 
after an accident. 

But not every problem in the air b~comes an accident. 1975 (6) 
was an accident-free year f·.;r Eri tish Airways During that year 
tlıere wore 442.904 hours of flight, and 264.324 take-offs and 
landings. 

Eut the passengers wo"Llld have been surprised if they knevr (7) 
the problems they survived. There were 99 alarm vre.rnings because 
bpeed became too low for safety. 230 take -offs were given up on 
the runway. 625 enıe;ines were shut down in flight. And 153 planes 
were hit by birds. 

The same airlirıe reported 35 near-misses in the air in the (8) 

first half of l976o 

These figures are for a specially larc;e and sese airline. (9) 
An average airline would have had more problems. :British Airways 
shows unusual honesty 'in reporting i ts flirı;ht details. 

Airlines that don't exchanpe accident information lessen (lO) 
safety for everyoneo An honest o,iı"line is general.l~f a safe one. 

BRIAN I.WYTTAEAlT, International 
AirportQ 
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APPE:~IDIX F ( CONTINUED) 

EXERCISE II 

WRITE BEPORE YOU READ. Write a short paragraph about 
the topic below : 

"Your information about Turkish Airlines". 
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I. .. ANTICIJ?ATION BXERCISES. A.Read the following paragraphs and 

answer the ~uestio~oelow. Then discuss your answers in the 
class before contimüng. 

ı:tı.rap:raoh l 

-
1.'.'.1:1at is the safest transportation taday? 

Paragraph 3 

\1/}ı.en does a bell ring in the plane? 

- How can a passenger cull the hostess1 

-
1.~'here is the bu.tton for c;tlling the hostess? 

Paragraph 8 

Is smoking forbidden in Turkish Airlines? 

- V/hat is the seatinp.: capaci ty of non-Gmokers on irı·~ernat.:i. ·ınal 

fli.phts? 

- How is milk served \'Jl"..en required? 

II. READ THE TEXT 
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\Yelcome on Boarrl 

Takine into cons:Ldere .. tion the :fact that you me:y be feeling (1) 

a little nervous during the flight, we would like to remind you 
that flying taday is the safest form of travel. 

You may be dizturbed by an unusual sound. The noi.se you (2) 
he~:ı.r immed.i.ately after take-off is the sound of the landing gear 
being pulled up as the plane li:fts off and gets into flipht 
po si tion. V/hile the ple.ne is taking off it requires grea ter power 
than it do es while cruisinr.:;. In the same ı;vay, as it preprtre.s to 
land, the reduced speed causes a change in the sound of encines. 

\'/hen the "Fnsten your Beat belts 11 and "No smoking" sip:ns (.3) 

li,0'11t ur) a bell. rings. Tlıis bell is also hearrl vrhen passengers 
rinc: for one o:f tl-e cabin ere\·;. Durj_ng your flipht, ı:then you 

wish to ask a question or request something to eat, d±ink or read, 
you mr.~r call the hostess by nressing the appropriate bv .. tton. 

According to the type of nlane you are flying in, this button 

may be located above your seat or on the arm of your clıair; and 
may be mar~ed by a picture of a hostess. 

Vlhen you wish for 1:Lr:ht by v._rhich to re ad, press tb e svri tch ( ~-) 
over your head, or on the o.rm of your chıiir. 1:'/hen the 11 Fasten 
your seat eelts" sigh j_s extincuiBrıed you may leave your seo.t 

to go to the toilet. J!f the toilet i$>enı?:aged, the wor0 .. 11 occupied" 
will be seen on the door. 

On morrıing flirrhts b:ı::-eakfast is served, on aftcrnoon fliphts (5) 
lunch is servej, and on evening flights dinner is served. On 
long-distance flights snncks are served in addition to these 
main meals. 

On scheduled and eberter flights special food is available (6) 

on request for diabetics, vegetarians, and others '~o for reas0ns 
of health, religion or plıilosophy, are unable to eat the repul~r 
meals. Hovrever, it is essential to i:mform Turkish Airlines of 
this, y;ell in advnnce, preferably \vhen making your reservatiDn .. 

Soft orinks are free of c har ge in international flip·hts. ( 7) 
According to internntinna]_ nir transport re~ulaticns passengers 

are forbidden to consume their own alcoholic drinks~ Alcoholic 
bevera,g~es, cigarettes and tobaccoes are being s old tax free during 

the flights. 
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Sınaking is forbidden in domestic flights. On international (8) 

flirhts a seetion in the front of aircraft covering 60 % of the 

vvhole seating capacity has been designated for non-smokers. 

We are especially concerned with children and their comfort.(9) 

\'le endeavour to arıticipe,te e,nd meet their every need. Milk and 

baby food is heated. up foı~ tlıem when req_uired. 

Your cabin attendants will gladly suprly you vlith blankets (lO) 

and pillov:s up on your request. 

Inside the plane ;)rou. will find suggestion boxes anel ıuritinr;(11) 

paper. V.'e a:r·e alv:ays pleased to receive the uomplairıts and suc;p:estion 

of our passengers. 

TURKISH AIRI,INES Prom 

Magazine, 11./88. 

III ORGAlHZATION. Complete the follü\'ving blanks according to the 

text that you have jtist read. 

TOPIC 

1- The explanation of noise.during 

the taking off and landing. 

2- V!arnings durine the flipht 

3- Catering service 

4- Sınaking on aircraft 

5- Child passengers 

E- Your suggestions 

PARAGRAPH( s) 

IV LOOKING AT SENTEHCES. The sentencas below give informatj_on vvhicb 

is either of a general nature or specific in detail. In the 

spaces provided, write G if the information is general and S 

if it gives speuific detail. 

- Passen_.c;ers should inform Tur~cish Airlines (when making the 

reservation) if they ere unable to eat regular meals. 

- Smoking is forbidden in domestic flie;hts. 

- Breakfast is served on morning flights. 

- Non-smokers have 60 % of seating capaci ty. 
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When the 11 Fasten your seat belt 11 sigh is extinguished, you can 
ınove. 

- :Rassengel~s are forbidden to consume their own drinks. 

V. CHECKING TEE MEANING. Firıd the meaning for the foJ.lowinr; vrorr1s 
in the text. The paraeraphs are given for each word. 

Paragraph 2 

gear --------------·-------------------
crusjnr; 

Paragraplı 3 

crew ----------------
Paragraph 4 

ext inguishe d. ______ _ 

occupied 

Paragraph 5 
snac ks _______________ _ 

Paragı~aph 6 

diabetics 
-----------------------------vegetarians ________________________ __ 

Parae;raph 9 

endeavour ------
anticipate -----------------

Prepared by Ömür EME~illR 
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APPENDIX P (CONTINUBD) 

EXEHCISE III 

ANSWER DEJ<'ORE YOU HEAD. Answer the follovd.ng question 

with a few sentences? 

- Wlıat is aviation management ? 

- V/hat is aı.riation managenıent concerned wi th ? 

What are the main procedures before/after the planes land/ 

take off ? 
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I.ANTICIPATION EXERCISE. Before reading the text, skim the following 
paragraphs and give the answers. 

Paragraph 2 

- How long does the information reach the staff? 

- Who are these people working at the airport? 

Paragranh ,2 

- What do high-lift trucks carry? 

Paragraph 4 

Wrıat are the routine actions in the plane before the flight? 

Paragraph 8 

- How many fuel tanks has A 707 got? 

- What is the p±lot's duty? 

Paragraph 9 .and 10 

- Who comes to plane before ten minutes? 
- What does the starter truck do? 
- Who talk$. ı io control tower? 

II. READ THE TEXT 
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Turn-round 

An international flight can take off again within ninety (1) 
minutes after it lands. 

The first warning to the ground staff comes when the (2) 

plane is still seven minutes away. The information reaches the 
men with the steps, the food-suppliers,. the cleaners, the 
fuellers, the engineers, Customs and so on. The inearning aircrart 
is rnet by fifteen trucks and thirty people as it taxis to a stop. 

A power truck arrives to provide electric light and (3) 
fresh air while the plane is on the ground. There are two pairs 
of steps and two luggage trucks. Three high-lift trucks carry 
fresh food, stores and cleaning things. Fresh water is brought 
for the tanks-450 litres on a 707, and 1100 litres ona huge 
jumbo jet. 

The cl eaners move in. All the unı~sed food is unloaded ( 4) 
and thrown away, and fresh meals go into the kitchens. The 
lavatories need fresh soap and paper. Special supplies arrive 
for babies, and medical sets are checked. 

Three hundred newspapers come out to the plane-a big (5) 
international airport can supply same-day papers from forty 
or more countries. 

With thirty minutes left, the lavatories are emptied, (6) 
cleaned and filled with fresh water. The passenger lights and 
seats are all checked. The carpets are cleaned, and so is 
every window. Fresh supplies of information are put in the 
seatback pockets: maps, postcards, writing-paper, envelopes, 
sarety information. 

There is a supply of spare food for the erew-they will 

eat this if the ord.l.nary food is unsafe for any re ason. 

A 101 has seven fuel .tank s, and a pilot has to be on 

bo ard to control the fuel from the two tankerso 

(7) 

(8) 

With fifteen minutes left, a bus brings the stewardessas,(9) 
who check the food and the stores. 1l'ha luggage and mail arrives. 
With ten minutes left, the crew bus returns with the captain 
andflight crew. They have been told abou.t weather conditions, 

and they have made a flight plan. 
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The tankers leave, and the passenger buses arrive, (lO) 
with eight minutes left. A starter truck gets ready to start 
the engines with high-pressure air. '.Che doors close, and the 
captain radios for the control tower's OK. 

The turn-round is complete. (ll) 

BRIAN MOYNAHAN, International Airport. 

III. SCANNING FOR FACTS. Find the following information in the 
text and give the number of the parapraph. 

'l'hı:: number of trucks and people when the 
inearning aircraft lands. 

At an international airport,you can find 
papers from forty or more countries. 

Crew has got different food. 
Catering staff check the food and the 

stores. 
Electric light is supplied by power 

truck. 
Necessary things (during the flj.ght )are 

put in the seatback pockets. 
Medical sets are checked 
Crew is on board with ten minutes left 
An international flight can take off 

again within ninety minutes. 
Lavatories are filled with fresh water 

IV. RELATING EVENTS.Arrange the fallawing sentences related to 
the text. 

( ) A. The passenger lights and seats are checked. 
( ) B. All the unused food in the plane is unloaded. 
( ) c. The tanlcers leave and passenger buses arrive., 
( ) D. The food suppliers, the cleaners, the fuellers, the 

engineers and customs wait for the plane's landing. 
( ) E. A bus brings the stewardesses to check the food and the stores. 
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( ) F.The high-lift trucks arrive to supply f:resh food, stores 
and cleaning things. 

( ) G.The flight crew and the captain are on the board having 
planned. 

P:repared by Ömür EMENER 
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EXERCISE IV 
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I. ANTICIPATION EXERCISE. Before you read the text skim the 
following paragraphs and answer the questions below. 

Paragrai?h 1 

- What is the main probl~ of all world airlines? 

Paragraph 2 

- How many members has AEA got? 

- V/hat are the results of AEA's research on "no show"? 

Paragraph .4 

- In what ways does the airline feel sorry? 

Paragraphs 3-2 

How can airlines miniınize the affair? 

II. In which paragraph(s) are the words used? 

quantitiy 
u tilisation 
dissatisfaction 
raise 
annual 

IIIo READ THE TEXT 

cooperation 
aspect 
campaign 
cancellatian 
hardship 
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"NO-SHOW" 

In the industrial world of aviation, in accordance (1) 
with the development of economy and technology, raise in 
m.ınıber of passenr.;er cause the increase in number of 
"NO-SHOW11 s. Consequently it is a constant complai.nt of all 
world airlines but no satifactory results can be obtained 
to minimize the problem. 

Association of European Airlines (AEA) which has 20 (2) 
members including Turkish Airlines have been searching for 
the precautions that have to be taken against the "NO-SHOW" 
affair. According to the research of the association, 
approximately 900.000 passengers are "NO-SHOW" in annual 
seat utilisation. From the point of financial as~ect, it 
means a lass of 200.000.000 US dollars for the members. 

This topic is discussed annually in special meetings (3) 
by AEA of i n which last meeting· the precautions held by 
each member and their benefits are discussed. Besides a 
campaig:n is launched by AEA to educate and promote passengers, 
agenc1re~ and airlines which are thought to be the main reasons 
in this damaging statement. 

Vle, unwillingly must state that THY customers take (4) 
quite a place in the quantity of "no-show11 results declared 
by AEA. Yle believe that passengers do not spend the same 
care for the cancellatian of their denied seats as they do 
for their reservations. Passengers having reservations on a 
.. determined flight and having the, wish of flying on a 
previous one or changing the carrier, without any information 
of cancellatian will take part in the 11 NO-SHOW11 problem. 
In this case, the airline feels not only the financial pressure 
but alsa the psychological defect of dissatisfaction for the 
customers on the waiting list. On the other hand, the vacant 
seats caused by 11 NO-SHOW11 , passengers attracts attention and 
critica of the ones.who had difficulty in obtairıing seat or 
found space by chance on the same flight. 

Yle believe cooperaticn shown by both passengers and (5) 

agencies to caneel seats inadvance, in case of denial will 
complete the efforts of airlines to minimize 11 no-shows 11

• 
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The will relieve unnecessary hardship for both companies and 
passengers. 

TURKISH AIRLINES 
from Magazine, 7/87. 

IV. CHECKING THE MEANING.Find the meaning for the fallawing 
words from the cantext in which they are used in the 
reading passage. Explain each word with your own words. 

Paragraph 2 

precaution -----------------------------------------------------
affair 
utilisation -------------------------------------------------------

Paragraph J 

benefit 
launch 
promote 

Paragraph ~ 

vacant 

V. ORGANIZATION.Answer the fallawing questions. 

Paragraph 1 
ı. What is the function of the word conseguently? 

Paragraph 2 
2. Which words tell you that "No-Show" is a ~roblem? 

3. ı~at does AEA stand for? -
Paragraph 3 

4. Vfuat does the word this topic refer to? 

5. What are your suggestions? 

Prepared by ömUr E!i'lli'NER 
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APPENDIX F (CONTINUED) 

EXERCISE V 

READER GENERATED QUESTIONS. Read the first sentence and 
make 10 nıeaningful questions about it. 

"The airlines of the world offer many varieties of 
services in many different kinds of aircraft". 
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I. ANTICIPATION EXERCISES. Before reading the selection; skim 
the followi.ng paragraphs and answer the questions below. 

Paragraphs 1 and 2 

- What are the two most conwon types of commercial aircraft? 

- ~hat is the difference between trunk lines and feeder lines? 

Are there any feeder lines operating in your area? 

Paragraph 2 

- Is it possible to provide more effective transportation than 
highways or railroad? If so, give an example. 

II. READ THE TEXT 
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Airline services (1) 

The airlines .of the world offer many varieties of (1) 
services in many different kinds of aircraft. Transcontinental 
and transoceanic flights are made in giant jet planes, some 
of which can carry several hundred passengers on each flight. 
Sınaller jets are commorray used on the shorter, more, heavily 
travelled reuters between major centres of population-Paris
London, for example, or New York-Chicago. In centrast to the 
jets are propeller airplanes, as they are now generally called, 
which are slower and sınaller than the jets. Many different 
kinds of propeller planes fly on short routes into small airports 
that can not handle the big planes. The DC-3 (or the Dakota, as 
the British cal~ it), one of the first successful commercial 
airplanes, is still used in many parts öf the world. 

There are several ways in ı.ıvhich airline service can be ( 2) 
divided into categories. One distinction is between trunk 
lines and feeder lines. Trunk lines are those which operate 
between major population centers. New York to San juan, Puerto 
Rico, is an example of a trunk route. F'eeder lines, which are 
sometinıes called local lines, connect sınaller cities and towns 
with each other or with the major centers and the major airports. 
A passenger traveling from Binghamton, New York to Mayoguez, 
Puerto Rico, would probably take a flight on a feeder airline 
from Binghamton to New York City. There he would change to a 
major airline which would take him on to San jua.n. At San juan 
he would transfer to another feeder airline to travel on to 
Mayaguez. 

In the last few years, there has been a rapid development (3) 
of feeder airlines in the United States and in many other countries. 
Some sınaller cities have no other means of public passenger 
transportation. In countries where there is a large frontier, 
such a Canada or Brazil, air service may provide access to 
some areas even before they are reached by roads. Similarly, in 
countries with rugged terrain, such as Colombia, airplanes can 
provide more effective transportation between regions than 
highways or ra.ilroads. 

EUGENE HALL, AVIATION 
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III. MEMORY QUESTIONSo Tell whether the following questions are 
True or False. Show where in the text the information is 
stated. Write the number of each paragraph in parentheses. 

T/F p 
( ) ı.The varieties of service s change from airline to ( 

airline. 
( ) 2.Feeder airlines in the United States have achieved ( 

rapid development. 
( ) 3.Colombia was not good at providing fe eder airlines. ( 

( ) 4.Trunk lines deal · with the flights is small cities ( 

and towns. 
( ) 5.Some propeller planes are still used in many· parts ( 

of the world. 

.) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

IV. CATCHING WORDSoFill in the spaces in the following sentences 
with the appropriate word or phrase. Concentrate on paragraph 
nurfibers related to text. 

ı. The term includes not just airplanes, but also helicopters, 
gliders, and ballons. (1) 

2. Several airlines connect the small cities with the large 
cities. (2) 

3~ The from New York to Paris on that airline always goes 
hy wRy of Lonrlon. (1) 

4o planes came into service on the airlines in the 1950's; 
before that time were used. (1) 

5. Flights which are crossing the ocean are called • (1) 
6. is the way or road or line which transportation moves 

between two points. (1) 
7. A company which offers air transportation between two or more 

points is called -----· It includes all the support activities, 
such as aircraft, airports, ticket offices, and so on, that 
are necessary for providing the air tnansportation. (2) 

8. Aircraft is used as a technical-sounding equivalent to .(1) 
9. There are two main types of aircraft of which engine 

totally different. il) 
ıo.The airlines __ _ service over established routes. (3) 
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V. VOCABULARY PRACTICE. Use the following words and expressions 
in sentences of your owno 

ramp • . 
timetable : 

fare 

aircraft 

runway 

• • 

: 

flight : 

Prepared by Ömür EMENER 
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I. P~READING DIRECTIONS. Before reading the whole text, do the 
following: 

1) 
2) 

3) 

A.Read the paragraphs 2,3 and 7 
Write three questions that you think will be answered in this 
text. 

? ------·--···--------------------------------------------- ________________________________ ? 
___ ? 

B.Read paragraph 6. 
Explain the freight. 
Vfuat do many airlines call freight?. 
Was freight carried in the baggage compartment of the plane 
in early times? 

c.Answer the following True/False questions before you read 
the text. (T) or (F) 

( ) Cargo can also refer to goods being transported by ship. 
( ) Airline tinıetables do not give frequency of service and 

meal service. 
( ) In airline usage, the rental of an aircraft by a gru.up or 

an individual is called charter. 
( ) Charters are also faster, sınaother and larger than props. 
( ) First class and economy class are xormerly known as tourist 

class. 

II. READ THE TEXT. Answer all the above questions again. Do you 
stili agree with your original answers? 
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Airline Services (2) 

Airline passenger service can also be divided into scheduled {l) 
and non-scheduled flights. A scheduled flight leaves at the same 
time on the same day to the same destination. The schedule for the 
flight is published by the airline in its tiınetable. The 
passenger can make a reservation in advance for a scheduled 
flip.pt witlı the reasonabıe expecta~ion that the fıieht will 
leave at a certain time and go to a certain plaae regardless of 
the number of passengers who have tickets for the flight. Many 
scheduled flights often carry only a small nmnber of passengers. 

A non-scheduled flight, on the other hand, depends on the (2) 
availability: of passengers and aircraft. It is mora or less the 
air version of taxi or rent-a-car service. It takes passengers 
where they want to go at a time that is convenient for them, as 
long as a plane is available. Non-scheduled flights may carry 
only a few passengers in a small plane, or they may carry hundreds 
of people on a jumbo jet. These later flights are often called 
charters. Charters are especially popular with groups on vacation 
since they usually cost much less than scheduled flights on the 
same routes. 

Scheduled airlines often provide non-scheduled services- (3) 
particulary charter flights-during the tourist season. Occasionally, 
they also provide extra sections of scheduled flights at times 
when travel over a particular route is especialıy heavy-during 
a holiday weekend, for example. An extra seetion of course 
depends on the availability of aircraft. 

On the flight itself, there is usually a distinction between (4) 
first class and economy, which was formerly known as tour!mt 
classo The first class passenger has more space and receives 
more in-flight service. In most modern jets, the seating plan 
in first class is usually two seats on each side of the aisle; 
in economy there are usually thr.ee seats side ·by side., The first 
class seats are usually farther apart so that the passenger has 
more room for his legse To the passenger, the chief difference , 
between first class and economy may well be the cost-first class 
fares are much higher than economy fares. 
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:Many airlines affer one-service flights especially on (5) 

short, heavily traveled routes. On a few routes, notably 
New York-Washington, New York-Bostan, and Los Angeles- San 
Francisco, there are shuttle flights. The passenger does not 
Ilave to make a reservation in advance, and he pays for his 
ticket either at the departure gate or on the flight itself. 

A final distinction is between passenger and freight (6) 
service. In the early days of the airlines, freight was 
usually carried in the baggage compartment of the plane. In 
some cases, freight was even carried in the passenger compartment. 
In this event, the reclining seats were taken out, the passengers 
sat in "bucket seats" along the sides of the plane, and the 
freight was strapped down in the middle of the compartment. 
Nowadays small shipments may still be carried in the baggage 
compartment, but there are also special planes which provide 
both scheduled and non-scheduled air freight service. Some of 
these planes are converted from passenger aircraft; others are 
specially designed to carry freight. With these special planes, 
freight in bulk can be moved by air, though the cost is usually 
considerably higher than surface shipment c,;· 

The airline mndustry is still very young. The first (7) 
scheduled service across the Atlantic, for instance, began 
is 1939. Today the airlines carry millions of passengers every 
year on both local and long-distance flights. In same areas 
of the world, air service is the only effective means of public 
transportation. The airlines are still growing rapidly and at ~ 

the same time occupying an increasingly important place in the 
economy of many nations. They employ thousands of people to 
handle the passengers and freight that they carry. 

Many of these people work in various technical jobs where (8) 
they have little or no direct contact with the public-in aircraft 
maintenance or air traffic control, for example. Thousands of 
others, however, come into daily contact with the traveling public. 
They include re-servations and ticket agents, ground service 
personnel, stewardesses and other flight personnel, and many others. 

EUGENE HALL, AVIATION. 
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III. CATCHING WORDS.Fill in the spaces in the fallawing sentences 
with the appropriate word or phrase, concentrate on paragraph 
numbers related to the text. 

l.Even though it cost more, he preffered to travel -----
because there was more space for his leg. (4) 

2.The for economy service is less than that of first 
class service. (4) 

3.He didn't need a reservation to get a seat on the ---
from New York to Washington. (5) 

4.There was so much business over the Christmas weekend 
that the airline put on several • (3) 

5.When he looked at the j , the departure time for 
his flight was given as eight o'clock, but the agent told 
him that it left at eight-fifteen. (1) 

IYo PARTICIPATING THE TEXT.Read the fallawing questions and write 
your own answer and discuss them with your teacher and classmates. 

l.What is an airport? Deseribe your local airport. 

2oHave you ever travelled by plane? I~ so,in which class have 
you travelled? Which differences have you noticed during 
the flight? 

----------------------------------------------------------· 
3.Why would you be interested in working for an airllline? 

4o What is the difference betwee.n first class and economy 
class? Make a list. 
First Class Economy Class 

o 

5oWhat are same of the types of jobs that are offered by the 
airline industry? Write your own views. 

' 
----------------------------------------------------------0 

Prepared by Ömür EMENER 
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APPENDIX F (CONTINUED) 

I~X"8HGISE VII. 

I. PRE-RT~ADII:TG- DIInr:;r_nmm. Before reading the vvhole text, 

do the following: 

A. Read paragraphs 1 and 2 

- Why is the mavement of freight by air more complicated 
than the mavement of passengers by air? 

_By whom are a large number of air freight shipınents 
handled? 

B. Answer the i'ollowing True/False questions before you read 
the text. 

( ) Goods ı:mst be packed in such a way that they will 
not damage other goods. 

( ) Each package should be marked so as to identify the 

name and full addres. 

( ) Cus.toms Carrier is an agent who ba ndles Qustoms 

and other government formalities on freight 
shipment. 

• 
( ) Air waybill is a list of goods toc;ether with 

shipping directions for each shipment of air 
freight. 

( ) Making room for freight is not available for 
passenger baggage. 

II. READ THE TEXT. Answer all the above questions again. Do 

vou still agree with your original answers? 
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Air Preight(l) 

The mavement of freight by air is more complicated than (1) 
the mavement of passengers by air. For one thing, of course, 
freight can not speak for itself or walk from plane to plane 
when making a connection or take care of its own travel 
documents. Every piece of freight has to be carefully labelled 

and transported from place to place-not just.from airport to 

airport but also from point of origin to point of destination 

-door to door, to use a commen expression. In addition, there 

are more government regulations, and usually more complicated 
ones, for international shipment of freight than for passengers. 

Because of these complications, a large proportion of (2) 
air freight shipmen ts are ha ndled by freight forvvarding 
agencies, which fill a function similar to that performed 

by travel agencies for passengers. In other words, they take 
care of making all the necessary arrangements so that the 

customer is not bothered with many of the details. Many 

shipments are also made by companies or government officies 
that do so nıuch shipping that do so much shipping that they 
are experienced in all the procedures. Many of these companies 
and officies employ special shipping clerks. 

Only a relatively small number of shipments originate (3) 

with the general public or with companies that do not make a 
regular practice of shipring by air. Many shipments from 

general public consist of personal effects-personal belongings 
of the shipper which are usually shipped because the customer 
has been transferred to a new job or is making an extended 
stay in a different area. 

Like the reservations agent, the air freight agent 

does most of his work by telephoneo Let's suppose that a 
shipping clerk calls in from a company that sends a large 
number of shipments by air freighto The air freight agent 
assigns an air waybill number to the shipment. Then he 
arranges for the pick up of the shipment from the cnstomer. 
He can also book the shipment on whatever flights are 

necessary. vVhen the shipment is re c ei ved by the airline, 

each piece is marked wi th the air waybill mmıber for 

identification. 

(4) 
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Air freight is carried either in the baggage 
compartment of regular passenger flights or by freight 
flights on planes that have been especially desigrıed or 
adapted for carrying cargo. The freight flights usually 
operate between major shipping points. In the United States, 
for example, a freighter might be routed from New York to 
San Francisco by way of Chicago. From larger stations tcıat 

are not served by direct freight flights, the freight office 
probably has an allotment of space on passenger flights 

that connect vvi th a freig~t flight-from Washington to New 

York, for example. At smaller stations, freight would 
probably go out on a space available basis on passenger 

flights. Making room for freight, incidentally, is another 
reason for weight limitations on passenger baggage. 

EUGENE HALL
1

THE LANGUAGE 
OF AVIATION. 

III. COl\fTEXT CLUE. Vfuich paragraphs in the text help you 
understand the meaning of the words or phrşses below? 

Making room for freight 

Personal effects 
Air waybill number 

door to door 
la bel 
pick up 

Paragraph(s) 

IV. CLOZE EXERCISE. Complete the following paragraph without 
referring back to the text. When you finish, check your 
work against the original paragraphs. If you get at 

least 40% correct, your score is good. 

( 5) 



Paragraph ı. The mavement of ı by air is more 2 
than the mavement of passengers by air. For one thing, 

of course, freight can not 3 for itself or 4 
from plane to plane when making a 5 or take 6 

of i ts ovm travel documents. 7 piece of . 8 has 
to be 9 10 and ll from place to place-not 
just from airport to airport but 12 from point of 
origin to point of 13 -door to door, to 14 

, there are more 

_.:::l..ı..7_ ones, for 

a comman expression. In 16 
regulations, and usually more 

shipment of 19 than for ..,._.;;;;2.;::;.0_. 

16 

18 

V. SPECIFIC STUDY. Think of how something is done: baking 
a cake; playing football; making tea, recording, ete. 
write three things that you have BEFORE you ansvver 
a call at the airport. 

ı. 

2. 

Now, write the first three steps that you \vill take at 
the BEGHHTING of the telephone conversation. 

ı. 

2. 
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Now, write three actions that you must not do DURING the 
telephone conversation. 

1. DON'T 

2. DON'T 

3. DON'T 
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VI. GENERAL DISCUSSIOlif IN SPECIFIC TOPIC. 

ı. Give some e~amples of articles which you think will fall 

into the category of Restricted Articles. 

2. VVhat is required of a customer who wants to ship a pet 
by air freight? 

3. If you were going to work in ground passenger services 
for an airline, what kind of work vvould you pref'er to 

do? Give your reasons. 

Prepared by ömür ETilENER 
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I. PRE-READIHG QUESTIONS~ Before reading the text, skim 
the following paragraphs and answer the questions 
below • 

. P.fı.rnap;raph l and 2 

- How are charges for air freight deterrnined? 

- How can payment for air freight differ from payment 
for a passenger ticket? 

Paragraph 4 

Define what consignee is. 

To whom would copies of the air waybill go? 

-V/hat information is shownon the airbill? 

f~Lagraph 5 and 6 

- What does an air freight sales representative do? 

- Vfuy will air freight continue to grow in importance 
to the airlines? 

II. CATCHIHG THE vVORDS. Which of the ıvvords belovv are us ed 

in paragraphs 3 and 4? 

probably 
airlines 
value 
new 
pa st 
waybill 

prospective 
twelve 
rat e 

consignee 
docurrıent 

itself 

III. READ THE TEXT. 
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Air Freight(2) 

The charges on air freight are determined either by (1) 
weight or vveight plus volume -that is, by the size of the 
pieces in the shipment. Generally, a certain nwnber of 
cubic inehes is considered the equivalent of a pound of 
weight. On international shipments, the shipper is at 
present allawed 194- cubic inehes for each pound. If he 
exceeds the voluma allowance, he pays a higher rate. As 

with passenger fares, however, there are special rates for 
certain kinds of goods. 

With passengers, the fare for the f'light is almost (2) 
always paid in advance. Even when a passenger uses a credit 
card, his fare is legally prepaid since the credit card 
company is assuming the responsibility for payment. With 
freight, however, the airline can also accept payınant on 
delivery; this is probably customary with large, frequent 
shippers. The member of the general public who was shipping 
personal affects would probably be asked to prepay. In regard 
to international shipments, however, some countries do not 
pennit any shipments except those that have been prepaid, no 
matter who the shipper.is. 

vYe have mentioned the air waybill several times. It ( 3) 

is the most important document in the shipping of air 
freight. It might vrell be deseribed as the ticket on which 
the freight travels. The comman practice on most airlines 
is to mark each piece of freight in the shipment with the 
air waybill number. 

The air vvaybill is a complicated docurnent, much more ( 4) 

complicated than a passenger ticket. There are usually as 
many as twelve cop:i,es of each air waybill. Copies go to the 
shipper, the consignee, and each airline on which the 
freight travels. The air waybill shows the value of the 
shiprrı.ent, the charges, the insurarıce, the flights on which 
the freight is being shipped, and a great deal of other 

'----------- ~~-- -~~----
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information. Naturally, the airline for which a prospective 
freight aeent goes to work will give him intensive training 
in filling out the air waybill as well as in all other 
aspects of the job. 

In addition to air freight agents, many airlines (5) 

have air freight sales representatives -outside sales 
personel- whose duties are similar to those vvho work in the 
charter area. Besides developing new business, the sales 
representatives may also deal regular)y with special 

customers-probably shippers who frequently use air freight 

service. 

Air freight, like charterirıg, will rırobably make up (6) 

a larger share of the total airlirıe btminess in the future. 
The airlines generally make a larger prof'it carrying freight 
than they do carrying passengers, a fact which guarantees 
the grovvth of air freight services. 

EUGENE HALL, TI-':E 
LANGUAGE OF AVIATION. 

IV. ORGANIZATION. Ansvver the fallawing questions .. 

ı. In what paragraph is consignee introduced? 

2. What is "cubic inches? 11 

3. Hovv many cubic inehes are the re in each of the 

following packages? 
ll ll ll 

12 X 5 JC 20 
ll ll lt 

10 X 18 X 24 
ll ll ll 

14 X 20 X 30 

4. How many cubic inehes of volume does IATA allow 
for one pound of weight in international air 
freight shipments? 

5. V/hat is anather term for a cargo plane? 
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V. COT.ICPHEHENSION CHJES. Choose the correct ansvv-er. 

ı. In Paragraph ı, 194 indicates 

a. the number of passengers in a flight. 
b. the number goods in a flight. 
c. the aınount of volume on international shipments. 

allo·wed by IATA. 

d. the numbers of international shipmen ts allawed 
by IATA a year. 

2~ In Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5, the air waybill is 

a. num.bered, and ordinarilythe number appears on 
each piece in the shipment, 

b. approved by ZATA before and after the flight. 
c. designed according to types of aircraft. 
d. permitted by customers to carry.in freights. 

3. In paragraph (5), Freight 1?orwarding Ageney is an 
ageney that 

a. provides ground services such as ticketing or 

making reservations for a passenger. 
b. makes all kinds df arrangements for travellers

reservations for transportation, hotels, 
tours, ete. 

c. makes all the arrangements for the shipment of 
freight either by air or surf'ace. 

d. protects the airline against the lass of his seat. 

4. In paragraph (5), A sales representative is used as 

an agent who 

a. handles customs 
b. follows up on sales and deals with special customers 

who use air freight service more. 

c. deals with government formalities on freight 
shipmen ts 

d. regulates the currency of groups and single entity 
charterers. 



5. In paragraph (1) underlines that international 
flight rules are 
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a. organized by IATA by the help of each airline. 
b. regulated by government of each country. 
c. suggested by general public. 
d. adjusted in accordanca with the quality of 

airlines. 

VI. FHIDING ABBl1EVIATIONS. What do all abbrev:i..ations 

written below stand for? 

ICAO 

ETA 

IATA 

ET]) 

VIP 

AEA 

RQ 

NE 
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I. AllTICIPATION QUESTIONS. Before you read the text, sk im 
the following ra ragrahs and answer the questions below. 

Paragrap~ ı, 2 and 5 

- Most governments require commercial airlines to fly 
under what kind of rules? 

- V/hat is one of the most important aids available to 
a pilot? 

Vl'lı.o directs the mavement of aircraft on and in the 
vicinity of an airport? 

Paragraph 8 

- An air traffic control beacon, or secondary 
surveillance radar, is compatible with the 
operation of what? 

II. COMPHEHENSION CLUES. Answer the following True/False 
questions before you read the text. 

( ) Control tower is a terminal facility which 
provides air traffic control service to land 
aircraft. 

( ) The term I:i!'H is officially used in all countries. 

( ) ICAO is an ageney of the United States of America 
which recommends procedures for aircraft operations 
on an international basis. 

( ) Enroute explains the times and area between 
departure and destination. 

( ) A person who is skillful at providing air traffic 

control services is called Air Traffic Controller. 

III. READ THE TEXT. CHECK YOUR ANSWERS. 
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Air Traffic Control(l) 

Most governments require commercial airlines flying (1) 
within their borders to operate under instrument flight 
rules (IFR) at all times. While flying by instrument, a 
pilot has various navigational aids that help him take 
off, fly, and land safely. One of the most impertant aids 
is the series of air traffic services (ATS) which operate 
throughout most of the world. 

Locking at domestic air traffic service first, the (2) 
United States system is probably the best example to use. 
The Americans are recognized as world leaders in aviation. 
They provide technical aid to other nations and train 
hundreds of foreign nationals every year. Moreover, the 
rules and procedures advanced by the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO) and those of the United States 

are, while not identical, compatible. 

The air traffj_c control/air navigation system in ( 3) 

the United States is a vast network of facilities located 
in all fifty states, as well as Guam, Arnerican Samoa, 
Panama, and Puerto Rico. It includes twenty-five air route 
traffic control centers, some four hundred airport control 
towers, over three hundred flight service stations, more 
then one thousand radio navigation aids, nearly five 
hundred instrument landing systems, and some two hundred 
fifty long-range and terminal radio systems. Ivioreover, 
nearly half of the system's manpower complement of more 
than fifty thousand people is engaged in some phase of 
air traffic control; eighteen thousand are actual air 
traffic controllers. 

Air route traffic control centers handle enroute (4) 
aircraft operating under instrument flight rules (IFR) 
between airport terminal areas. Altogether, the twenty-five 

centers log more than twenty-three million flights a year 
with thirteen centers recording in exeass of one million 
operations each. The typical center has responsibility 
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for more than one hundred thousand square miles of airspace, 

which generally extends over a number of states. A center 
is usually named after a large city located within the 
geographical area it covers-Bostan Center, Denver Center, 
or Los Angeles Center. To keep track of aircraft in its 
area, a center may use as many as six or seven long-range 
radars and ten to tvventy remote radio cornınunication si tes. 
Each radar site covers an area of two hundred miles in 
radius. The controller staff can range from three hundred 

to seven hundred people, with more than one htındred fifty 
on duty during peak periods at the busiest facilities. 

Airport traffic control towers direct the mavement (5) 

of aircraft on and in the vicinity of an airport. Tower 
facilities can range from the familiar glass-walled cupola 

atop an airport terminal building to a freestanding 
structure soaring more than two hundred feet into the air. 

The staffing of a tower varies widely with the size of the 
operation. It can range from a three -to :four- person 
operation, which keeps the tower open ten or twelve hours 
a day, to a controller ı,vork force of more than one hundred 
fifty people working in shifts araund the clock. 

Flight service stations are the direct descendants (6) 
of the airvvays conununications stations established in the 
1920s to provide weather data and other assistanca to early 

mail pilot s. The Americans opera:te mo re tlıa n three h undred 
of these facilities at airports araund the country. Although 
general aviation pilots are the principal users of this 

connnunications system, they alsa serve the military and 
commercial air carriers. The people who operate these 
facilities brief pilots on weather, airport conditions, 
winds aloft, preferred routes, and other flight planning 

data. 

At sixty-three high-density terminal locations, the (7) 
knericans have installed the highly sophisticated, fully 
computerized Automated Radar Terminal System III (ARTS-3). 
(By the end of 1980, anather sixty-seven aerodromes will 
receive the ARTS-2, a system similar to the ARTS-3 except 

for certain data limitations.) 
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Automated and semiautomated radar approach control (8) 

facilities have become an important factor in air traffic 

control at major terminal airports, not only in the United 
States but vvorldwide. Much of the ir success is due to the 
versatility and inherent reliability of secondary s~rrveillance 
radar (SSR), or the air traffic control beacon system, as 

it may be known in various parts of the world. 

The techniques and elaborate mode system used in (9) 

SSR are compatible with the operations of the primary radar 
system but have additicnal features which enhance the 

overall ATC system pres.entation. The constant reply 
transmitted by an aircraft 's transpo nder tends to make 
the SSR system insensitive to close-in ground objects 
and weather which cause problems in primary radar systems. 

Cading of the transmission from the ground-based inter
rogator and replies from the airborne transpander enable 
the system to gain specif'ic information from a responding 

aircraft. 

For example, the ARTS-3 uses the airplane's 

transponder returns to display a full data black, vvhich 
consists of an alphanumeric tag that indicates aircraf't 

identification, altitude, computed ground speed, tracking, 
and altitude for those aircraf't with automatic altitude 

reporting capability(see figure 1). Moreover, it provides 
other features including f'light-strip printing, the 

capability for computer-to-computer data exchange between 
automated terminals or enroute control centers, and 
aircraft spacing or sequencing; it alsa alerts the 
controllers to a potential aircraft conflict. 

(lO) 

The United States plans for all the enroute centers (ll) 
and terminal systems to be tied together nationvride in a 
comman network :for the exchange of data. There is alsa a 
plan to use aeronautical satellites to enhance aircraft 
communications snd surveillance on over-ocean routes, 
and to install a nevr, j_rnproved landing system for more 
precise airoraft approaches. 

THE LANGUAGE OF AVIATION, 

Ral ph WILLIAMS 



İV. OJJOZE EXEll.OI SI~. Oomplete the fo llowing paragraph 

wi thout ref'erring back to the article. Wl1.en you 
finish check your key words. 

Paragraph 2. Lo o king -=1- domestic air traffj_c 
first, the 
example to 
leaders in 

United States 3 is probably the 
use. The Anıericans are 5 as world 

6 • They provide 7 aid to other 
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2 

4 

8 and 9 hundreds of foreign nationals every 
10 • Moreover, the rules and ll advanced ty the 
12 Civil Aviation li and those of the 14 

states are, while not identical, 15 

V. l\•INJ:OHING PHRASES Mm FINDING PARAGRAPHS. For each 

phrase on the left, find the word or phrase that goes 
with it on the right, write the nuraber in the blank 
space and paragraph number in parenthesis. 

secondary surveillance ı. air traffic controller ( ) 
radar 

f'or most commercial 
flying by instrument 

vv-orks in the tower 

2. mode system in SSR ( ) 

3. air traffic control 
beacon .system ( ) 

automated radar system 4. flight service 
station ( ) 

( prir.1ary radar system 5. ARTS 3 

VI. J:!'INDING A:OBHEVIATIONS. Find the abbreviations in text 

and write them in full. 

Prepared by ömür EjJENER 
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I. AWPICIPATION EXRRCISE. Before you read the text, skim 

the following paragraphs and answer the questions 
below. 

Paragraph 1, 2 and 3 

- Define a controlled area. A controlled area TS 
also known as whatZ 

- 'Nhat is a jet route? 

How many I.CAO flight information regions are there? 

- What is l:!1 IR? 

Paragraph 5, 6 and 9 

- Give the diraenoons of a control area. 

Waat is an advisory route? 

- On an advisory route, who controls traf'fic? 

Paragraph 10 and ll 

- On which routes may commercial flights usually 
operate in j_ndividual nations? 

- Vı'hat kind of service takes precedence over flight 

information service 

II. READ THE TEXT. Review the questions and your answers 

above. 
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Air Traffic Control(2) 

ı:L'he United States has a fairly complex system by ( 1) 
which it divides and controls its airspace. Let us consider 
one of the se controlled areas: the po si tive contı~oı area 
(also ret'erred to as APC or area of positive control). This 
includes the airspace over most of the United States from 
eighteen thousand feet to l!,L (flight level) 600, except 
over Alaska where it is WL 240 to FL 600. It is in this 
area that the jet routes are located and where most 
conmıercial flights take place. For operations wi thin 
positive control space, aircraft must: (l) be operated 
und er nm at a specified al ti tude assigned by ATC; ( 2) be 
equipped with the instruments needed for IFR operations 
and flown by a pilot rated for instrument flight; (3) have 
a trmısponder, replytng to mode 3/A interrogation with code 

specified by ATC; and (4) be radio equipped for direct 
ptilot/controller communications on the frequency specified 

by ATC. 

There are eight designated ICAO regions throughout (2) 
the world. For the purpose of assisting and controlling 
aircraft within each ICAO region, the airspace has been 
further divided into information regions and controlled 
airspace. The basic breakdown of the ICAO regions begins 
vvi th the flight information regions. 

A flight in:l'ormation region (FIR) is an airspace of ( 3) 
defined dimensions within which flight information service 
(FIS) and alertine: service is provided. This service is 
used basically to notify appropriate organizations 
regarding aircraft in. ne ed of assistance. The assistane e 
is provided by ei ther a flight information center (lt'IC) 
or an area control center. 

Flight infarınation service supplies exactly vvhat ( 4) 
the name implies; no control is offered or undertaken. 
No flight plan or change of flight plan can be approved 
or disapproved by the FIC. The information provided 
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cansis ts of severe vveather warnings, changes in status or 
navigational aids, conditions of aerodromes and facilities, 
and other inf'orrnation considered necessary to safe flight 
operations. Any change or revision of the flight plan 
based on this information is entirely the responsibility 
of the pilot. However, he or she should notify the :ı?IC 

so that all traffic in the area will be advise~ of the 
change. 

Controlled airspace is established according to the (5) 

needs and available facilities in differ~nt areas. It is 
an airspace of defined dimensions within which air traf'fic 
control service is provided. Controlled airspace may 
appear in various forms: 

ı. A control area (OTA) is defined airspace vrhich (6) 
exterıds upwards from a specified height above the earth. 

Its lower limit is not less than two hundred rneters or, 
in same cases, seven hurıdred feet above the earth. The 
lower limit does not necessarily have to be established 
uniformly in a given CiA. It may laterally encompass an 

entire FIR or only a portion of one, or it may extend 
along designated airways. An upper limit is established 
when air traffic control is not provided above such limit, 
or the control area is situated below an upper control 
area (UTA). This sj_tuation is similar to the FIH/UIR 
relationship previously discussed. They have comman 
functions and the U1'A may cover several CiAs, ]'IRs or 
portions thereof. 

2. A control zone ( CTLZ) laterally encompases those ' f7) 

portions of the airspace not within control areas and 
contains the paths for IFR flights in arriving and departing 

aerodromes. A control zone's lower limit is the ground and, 
if ıocated within the lateral limits of a OTA, it extends 
vertically to at least t~e lower lirnit of the OTA. 
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3. A terminal control area (TOA) is a portion of a (8) 
OTA normally situated at the confluence of airways in the 
vicinity of one or more major aerodromes. A TOA supplements 
a CTLZ and is established to protect IFR flights over a 
wider area in the vicinity or aerodrome. 

4. An advisory route (,ADR) is merely a recommended (9) 
route in uncontrolled, advisory airspace. No control will 
be offered but advice or suggestions will be made to 
facilitate flights. This service does not afford the 
degree of safety -and cannot assume the same responsibility
as air traffic control service does with respect to the 
avoidance of collisions. The pilot rnust decide and intorm 

the unit providing this service if he will comply with 
the advice or sw:;gestions. When flying ATIHs, entr~f elearance 

into CTAs must be obtained. 

V/hen air traffic control is implemented within the (10) 
airspace of an FIR, the area is designated as CTA/l!'IR. 

However, in some areas, the CTAs may cover only a portion 
of a given FIR. The air control center will then exercise 
positive control within that portion designated as a control 
area. If a portion of the FIR does happen to be excluded 
from a designated FIR/CTA, then only flight information 
service will be given in that portion. Air trafic control 

service takes precedence over flight information service 

within these areas. 

Finally, air corridors are designated by individual (ll) 

nations and are normally the only routes in which aircraft 
may operate. Corridors should be considered positive 

control routes. 

III. COl'iD?REHEKSION TEST. Choose the best al ternative 
referring to the paragraphs in the text. 

ı. Airspace of defined dimensions wi thin vvhich air 
traffic control service is provided to controllsd 

flights is called 

a. trans!')onder c. aeronautical chart 

b. coutrolled area d. radar veeters 
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2. Paragraph 4 primarily explains 

a. specified information, related to the indeed 

flight of an aircraft, that j_s filed vvi th an 
air troffic control activity. 

b. publications used with authority of a state 

and containing information of air navigation. 

c. low and medium frequency navigation aid. 

d. altitude at or below which the vertical 
position of an aircraft. 

3. OTA stands for 

a. Central Traffic Area c. Civil Traffic Association 
b. General Tra:ffic Altitude d. Control Area 

4. Paragraph 9 concerns with 

a. the number of control zones in the world. 

b. the advice or suggestions given by pilots. 

c. ADRs flights wi thout applying to 0'11A. 

d. the degree of safety. ~ 

5. A control area established in the form of a 
corridor equipped with radio navigation aids 

is called ---------------

a. rumvay c. airvray 

b. taxivvay d. railway 

IV. COT:lJ?i=iJ!::HEii!SION EXEHCISE. Answer the follovving True/Fals.e 
questions. 

( ) ı. Corridors should be considered advisory route. 

( ) 2. Advisory route is preferred to provide advice 
or suggeotions. 

( ) 3. Track is a path projectian of an aircraft in 
relAtion to the surface of the earth. 
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( ) 4. The control area is situated below an npper 

control area is called terminal control area. 

( ) 5. Controlled airspace is divided into several 
parts which are classified according to n.eeds 

anel features of different areas. 

V. Cül'TTEXT CIBE. In which pragraphs are the vvorcls or 
plıırases beloı.·; used? 

safe flight operation ( 
ICAO ( ) 

FIS-flight information service ( ) 

air corridors ( ) 
airvvay ( ) 
controlled airspace ( ) 
IFR-flights over a wicler area ( ) 

suggestion ( ) 

VI. CLOZE E:X:H::RCISE. Read the text one mo re. Complete the 
paro.graph vrithout referring back to the text. Vfuen you 

finish, check your answers. 

There are _;:;:.1_ designated ICAO 

world. For the purpose of assisting and 

2 throughout the 

3 · aircraft 

within each 4 region, the airspace has been further 

5 into information regions and 6 airspace. The 
7 breal:dovm of the ICAO 8 begins wi th the 

8 information regions. 

Prepared by Ömür EI.'IENEH 


